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Understanding the Current Landscape
• Unprecedented regulatory activity
– TILA
– RESPA
– Greater Oversight of Appraisals, Foreclosures,
Loan Modifications, Servicing Practices and
Secondary Markets

• Up-side down borrowers account nearly 25%
of outstanding loans – 10.7 million mortgages
with negative equity and another 2.3 million
above 95% LTV
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Understanding the Current Landscape
(continued)
• Option – ARM resets – more than threequarters of 2004-2007 vintages have a recast
ahead
• Foreclosures, Recordation and Loss
Mitigation have gone from mundane process
to regulatory, enforcement and litigation
breeding grounds
• The Direct and Indirect Ramifications of
Fraud in the Industry
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Understanding TILA Reform
• Federal Reserve Board published rules to address
unfair mortgage practices in the Federal Register on
July 30, 2008.
• Most of the rules became effective on October 1,
2009.
• The rules include an expansion of the initial TILA
disclosure requirements and also a restriction on
imposing fees (other than a fee for the consumer’s
credit history) before the consumer receives the initial
TILA disclosures.
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Understanding TILA Reform
• The remainder of the October 1 rules:
– Prohibit 7 specific advertising practices.
– Prohibit certain appraisal and servicing practices.
– Include new advertising requirements designed to prohibit ads that
unduly focus on initial lower rates or payments without providing full
rate and payment details.
– Include prohibitions and requirements for a new class of loans
called “higher-priced mortgage loans” (HPMLs).
– Revise certain of the HOEPA loan provisions.
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Prohibited Advertising Practices
•

The Fed used the Section 129(l)(2) authority to prohibit the
following advertising practices for dwelling-secured loans:
– Misrepresentation of government endorsement.
– Misleading use of the word “fixed” to refer to rates, payments or the
transaction when the payment may increase.
– Misleading comparison of an actual or hypothetical credit payments
or rates to an advertised payment or rate.
– Misleading use of the current lender’s name (aimed at ads
designed to appear as if the ad is from the consumer’s existing
creditor).
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Prohibited Advertising Practices
•

The Fed used the Section 129(l)(2) authority to prohibit the
following advertising practices for dwelling-secured loans:
– Misleading claims of debt elimination, or waiver or forgiveness of
debt.
– Misleading use of the term “counselor” by a for-profit mortgage
broker or creditor.
– Misleading use of foreign language, such as stating trigger terms in
a foreign language and required rate and payment information in
English.
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Advertising Requirements
• The Fed used authority under Sections 105(a) and
122 to adopt additional requirements regarding
advertisements for dwelling-secured credit.
• The requirements are designed to address past
practices in which ads focused on an initial low rate
and payment without providing details of the time
period that the initial rate and payment would be in
effect, and rates and payments that would apply
thereafter.
– The requirements provide for the clear and conspicuous
disclosure of interest rates and payments.
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Advertising Requirements
•

For example, if an advertisement for an adjustable rate loan with
an initial discounted rate and payment promotes the initial lower
rate and payment, the advertisement must clearly and
conspicuously disclose:
– Each simple annual rate of interest and each payment that
will apply over the term of the loan, including any balloon
payment.
– The period of time during which each simple annual rate of
interest and each payment will apply.
– The annual percentage rate.
– For a first lien loan on a dwelling, that the payments do not
include amounts for taxes and insurance, if applicable, and
that the actual payment obligation will be greater.
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Advertising Requirements
• The clear and conspicuous standard requires that:
– The required interest rate information be disclosed with
equal prominence and in close proximity to the advertised
rate (except that the annual percentage rate can be
disclosed with greater prominence).
– The required payment information be disclosed with equal
prominence and in close proximity to the advertised payment
(except that the tax and insurance information can be
disclosed with prominence and in close proximity).
• Close proximity: Next to or directly above or below, and
not in a footnote.
• Equal prominence: Same type size.
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Advertising Requirements
•

Ads on radio or television are not subject to the additional rate
and payment disclosure requirements.

•

Ads on radio or television are subject to the requirement to
provide additional information if so-called trigger terms are
included, but there now is an alternate disclosure method.
– Instead of providing all of the required information, an alternative
approach is to provide the annual percentage rate and, if
applicable, a statement that the rate may increase after
consummation, and also provide a toll free telephone number that
the consumer may call to obtain the additional cost information.
– State law considerations.
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Advertising Requirements
•

For ads in paper form or on the Internet (but not radio or
television), if the advertised loan product is for a loan secured by
the consumer’s principal dwelling and the advertisement states
that the credit extension may exceed the fair market value of the
dwelling, the advertisement also must state that:
– The interest on the portion of the credit extension that exceeds the
fair market value of the dwelling is not tax deductible for Federal
income tax purposes.
– The consumer should consult a tax advisor for further information
regarding the deductibility of interest and charges.
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Prohibited Appraisal Practices
•

The Fed used the Section 129(l)(2) authority to prohibit the
following appraisal-related practices in connection with a loan
secured by a consumer’s principal dwelling:
– A mortgage broker, creditor, or affiliate of a mortgage broker or
creditor may not coerce, influence or otherwise encourage an
appraiser to misstate or misrepresent the value of a dwelling.
– A creditor may not rely on an appraisal if it knows before
consummation of a violation of the anti-coercion prohibition in
connection with the appraisal.
• If the creditor documents that it acted with reasonable diligence to
determine that the appraisal does not materially misstate or
misrepresent the value of the dwelling, the creditor may rely on the
appraisal.
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Prohibited Servicing Practices
•

The Fed used the Section 129(l)(2) authority to prohibit the
following servicing practices in connection with a loan secured
by a consumer’s principal dwelling:
– Failing to credit a consumer’s payment as of the date of receipt.
• A servicer may specify in writing reasonable requirements for making
payments.
• The payment requirements must be reasonable and it should not be
difficult for most consumers to comply with the requirements.
– A cut-off time of 5 pm for receipt of mailed payments would be
considered to be reasonable.
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Prohibited Servicing Practices
•

The Fed used the Section 129(l)(2) authority to prohibit the
following servicing practices in connection with a loan secured
by a consumer’s principal dwelling:
– Failing to provide within a reasonable time after receiving a request
from the consumer (or any person acting on behalf of the
consumer) an accurate statement of the total outstanding balance
of the consumer’s obligation that would be required to satisfy the
obligation in full as of a specified date.
• A servicer may specify reasonable requirements for payoff statement
requests, such as requiring that requests be in writing and directed to a
specific mailing address, email address or fax number or orally to a
specified phone number.
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Prohibited Servicing Practices
•

The Fed used the Section 129(l)(2) authority to prohibit the
following servicing practices in connection with a loan secured
by a consumer’s principal dwelling:
– Imposing a late fee or delinquency charge for a payment when the
only delinquency is attributable to late fees or delinquency charges
assessed on an earlier payment.
• Pyramiding of late charges is already prohibited by other laws.
• State law considerations.
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Understanding RESPA Reform
• January 1, 2010 Changes
– New and revised definitions.
– Revised form of Good Faith Estimate (GFE).
– Revised GFE rules, including tolerances.
– Revised forms of HUD-1 and HUD-1A.
– Revised HUD-1/1A rules.
• Focus on the FAQs
• Don’t Mistake “Restraint” for “Not Enforce”
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Foreclosure and Recordation Risks


Traditionally when property changed hands, the transaction was recorded in the
local property records
•
•



Allowed for ready determinations of lien priority
Notice to all parties for all purposes

Recently, mortgages began to be transferred constantly because they were
easily divided and freely alienable
•

The mortgages would be packaged into pools and transferred numerous times



To circumvent the cost and complexity of the traditional recording system, the
Mortgage Electronic Recording System (MERS) was set up to record loan
assignments electronically



This has resulted in challenges to ownership
•
•

As a result, trustees of securities have used Lost Note Affidavits as a substitute for
proper assignment documentation
Post foreclosure recording
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Issues Faced Moving Forward


Attempting to circumvent documentation laws
•
•
•
•



Packagers of mortgage-backed securities use pooling and servicing agreements, which are
simply contracts between the parties
MERS was set up to electronically record transfers
Lenders have backdated assignments with effective dates before foreclosure notices
Lost Note Affidavits are used when no assignment documentation can be found

Foreclosure laws fail to address modern securitized mortgage lending practices
•
•
•

Laws still require sellers to sign over mortgage notes to buyers each time a mortgage is
transferred
This loan documentation often lags far behind
As a result of this lack of recordation of assignments, owners of loans are often unable to
prove they own title



All of these practices have begun to be successfully challenged in courts throughout
the United States



Courts are continuing to increase the burden on lenders to prove ownership of the
mortgages
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MERS


The Mortgage Electronic Registration System registers mortgage loans in a book
entry system so they can be bought, sold, and securitized
•



MERS does not own the mortgages it registers
•



If the owner is unknown, MERS is unable to show it is the authorized agent of the owner
MERS rules eliminate member’s ability to submit Lost Note Affidavits in place of mortgage
notes

MERS is the mortgagee of record for at least 40 million mortgages and other security
documents
•



However, MERS is usually listed in public records as the original mortgage holder or as a
nominee for the true owner

MERS acts as an agent for the owner of the note, so its authority is based on an
agency agreement
•
•



This eliminates the need to record changes in local property records

This accounts for about half of outstanding mortgages

Borrowers have begun to challenge MERS power of eviction because MERS has no
ownership claim
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Statistics


More than $2.1 trillion, or 19%, of outstanding residential mortgages
have been bundled into securities



More than 100 mortgage companies stopped making loans, were sold,
or closed last year



It is estimated that more than 1.5 million homeowners will face the
foreclosure process this year
•

Half of these will be repossessed



Judges in 5 states have stopped foreclosure proceedings for lack of
proper documentation



One court has recently dismissed 14 foreclosure actions
simultaneously
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Courts are applying Stricter Scrutiny to Foreclosure
Requirements




In In re Foreclosure Cases from the Northern District of Ohio, Judge Boyko dismissed
14 foreclosure actions because the trustee and servicer could not prove ownership of
the mortgages
• Judge Boyko noted “a condescending mindset and quasi-monopolistic system
where financial institutions have traditionally controlled, and still control, the
foreclosure process.” In re Foreclosure Cases, No. 1:07-cv-02282-CAB (N.D.
Ohio 2007).
• Cases in California, Massachusetts, Kansas, New York, and other Ohio courts
have dismissed dozens of foreclosure cases for similar reasons
In In re Foreclosure Cases from the Southern District of Ohio, Judge Rose cited faulty
assignment documentation stating that in a foreclosure action “the plaintiff must show
that it is the holder of the note and the mortgage at the time that the complaint was
filed.” In re Foreclosure Cases, 521 F. Supp. 2d 650 (S.D. Ohio 2007).
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Courts are applying Stricter Scrutiny to Foreclosure
Requirements (cont’d)


Massachusetts Land Court Judge Keith Long recently invalidated the
practice of lenders selling bundles of loans and recording backdated
assignments with an effective date before the first foreclosure notice
• Judge Long stated that “the problems the [lenders] face is entirely of
their own making as a result of their failure to comply with the statute
and the directives in their own securitization documents.” U.S. Bank
Nat’l Assoc. v. Ibanez, 08 MISC 384283 (Mass. Land Ct. 2009).
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Courts are applying Stricter Scrutiny to Foreclosure
Requirements (cont’d)




An Ohio Court denied summary judgment until such time as the owner was
able to offer evidence showing, by a preponderance of the evidence, that it
owned the note and mortgage when the complaint was filed. Deutsche Bank
Nat’l Trust Co. v. Steele, 2008 WL 111227 (S.D. Ohio Jan. 8, 2008).
In Massachusetts, Judge Rosenthal invalidated foreclosure proceedings
because there was merely an expectation to receive a mortgage on
assignment and no evidence of proper assignment (In re Schwartz, 366
B.R. 265 (Bankr. D. Mass. 2007)).
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Courts are applying Stricter Scrutiny to Foreclosure
Requirements (cont’d)



Judge Bufford in Los Angeles has issued a notice to plaintiffs in foreclosure
cases to bring the actual mortgage note to court, not a copy
The Kansas Supreme Court ruled that failure of a lender to register its 2nd
mortgage in the local property records barred it from asserting rights to the
mortgage
• If other courts follow this precedent, the priority of liens in MERS name
could be lost
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Potential Pitfalls


In Massachusetts, Judge Rosenthal sanctioned a firm for misrepresenting that its
client was the holder of a note and mortgage
•
•
•



local law firm $25,000
a partner $25,000
national law firm $100,000

Rejected law firms reliance on its client’s representations
•

Held that the firm had an independent duty to confirm client’s representations that it was the
holder of the note and mortgage



The court defended its sanctions by stating “[t]he Court has had to expend time and
resources, as have debtors already burdened in their attempts to pay their
mortgages, because of the carelessness of those in the residential mortgage industry
and the bombast this Court and others have encountered when calling them on their
shortcomings.”



These cases illustrate that going forward courts will be less willing to accept mortgage
holders representations without the proper proof

In re Nosek, 386 Br. 374 (Bankr. D. Mass. 2008).
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Loss Mitigation Strategies
•

Loan origination strategies
– Documentation to support the underwriting
• Borrowers who lied about how much money they made to
support the loan are now lying about how little they have to
qualify for a workout
– Include right to contact other lienholders
– QA “every file” post closing
– Include escrow clauses even on non-escrow loans in the event of a
payment default
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Loss Mitigation Strategies
•

Loan servicing strategies
– Consider portfolio analytics to find performing borrowers who are
increasingly approaching a risk of future default
– Be proactive with borrowers
• Contact your customers to offer workouts before they default
– Don’t let live contacts slip away
• Too many servicers don’t follow up on mortgagor behavior
• KISS principle in action; the fewer handoffs you make your
customer step through in determining their loss mitigation
choices the better your chance of success
– Set expectations early in your contact
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Loss Mitigation Strategies
•

Investor strategies
– Consider portfolio analytics to find performing borrowers who are
increasingly approaching a risk of future default
– Include the right to assume loss mitigation or make it a condition of
the pooling and servicing agreement
• Control the extent to which your servicer has delegated
authority to accept workouts or loan mods
• Retain the right to a repurchase if the servicer does not engage
in loss mitigation prior to foreclosure
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Best Practices in Loss Mitigation
•

•

Include home retention information with early stage collection
efforts
– Don’t discourage borrowers from admitting they are behind in an
effort to persuade them to make a payment they can’t afford
Provide a “level set” for expectations in loss mitigation
– Tell them up front what documentation, financial data and hardship
affidavits are expected
– Let them know if the loan is held by an investor or investment pool
for which you have little or limited authority
– Encourage them to look at all options, including short sales or
deeds in lieu of foreclosure
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Best Practices in Loss Mitigation
(continued)
•

•

If you care about retaining the loan, let your customer know you
care and the steps you are willing to go to help them
– Biggest complaint from consumers is lack of follow up
– Head off foreclosure counterclaims by documenting your efforts to
reach them and offer loss mitigation during early stage collection
and before the decision to foreclose
Provide links on your website for loss mitigation resources
– Encourage your borrowers to talk to non-profit counseling agencies
(better than having them fall victim to scam artists who take money
you could use to solve their delinquency)
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Post-closing Quality Assurance Compliance Exceptions
Exception

Exception Rate

Files do not contain evidence that the Patriot Act identification form was
completed.
Good Faith Estimates do not contain the Service Providers Disclosure
Addendum.

18.28%
15.79%

Net tangible benefit disclosure calculations missing.

15.10%

Credit score disclosure not sent to borrower within the appropriate time.

10.25%

Required RESPA or final disclosures or forms either missing or not
completed properly.

8.31%

Brokerage agreements missing from file.

8.17%

Closing documents incomplete or missing signatures.

6.51%

Automated compliance assessment (HOEPA, APR, etc.) not performed or
documented.
Fees and disbursements on automated compliance assessment report not
consistent with the final HUD-1.
Personal identification form not correctly completed by the lender.
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4.29%
2.77%
2.35%

The Impact of Fraud
Fraud for Property vs. Fraud for Profit – 80% of all
reported fraud losses involve collaboration or
collusion by industry insiders.
• Areas of Focus – Loan
– Modification/Foreclosure “Rescue” Schemes,
Employment/Income, Identity, Occupancy, Straw Buyer,
Property Valuation and Property Flipping

• The Role of Mortgage Fraud in the Housing Crisis –
Did Fraud Cause the Collapse?
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What the Numbers Show
• Yearly Losses Estimated at $25 billion per year.
• According to Interthinx, Nevada and California have
the highest overall levels of mortgage fraud risk.
• Trending shows states with the highest overall levels
of mortgage fraud risk correspond to states with
highest levels of foreclosure activity.
• FBI has approximately 300 special agents assigned
to mortgage fraud investigations, directing 15 task
forces and 59 working groups.
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What the Numbers Show (continued)
• Number of cases skyrocketed – 2,600 as of July 31,
2009 vs. 1,600 for all of 2008; UP over 300% since
2006.
• Losses on most cases now exceed $1 million.
• Focus is now on industry insiders – Operation
Malicious Mortgage in 2008 resulted in 144 mortgage
fraud cases involving 400 defendants allegedly
responsible for losses of $1 billion.
• Mortgage Asset Research Institute (MARI), Interthinx
and MortgageDaily.com’s fraud data
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Regulatory Landscape
• Fraud Enforcement and Recovery Act of 2009 –
provides the federal government with more tools to
investigate and prosecute mortgage, corporate and
other financial frauds.
• FACT Act’s Red Flag Rules – Compliance by
November 1, 2009.
• State Activity – Foreclosure Fraud Legislation is Hot.
• Are there Legislative Solutions to Mortgage Fraud?
• Agency Efforts to Fight Mortgage Fraud – HUD,
Treasury, FTC, OCC Step Up.
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Critical Resources in Addressing and
Combating Fraud
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Common Sense
Analytics and Forensics
Proactive Legal/Compliance
Risk/QC Department – Pre-funding and Post-closing
Automation and Integrated Technology
Best Practices
Willingness to Litigate – Can Civil Claims Be
Effective?
• Enforcement Actions – Cooperating with
Regulators/Law Enforcement
38

Fraud in the Secondary Market
• Understanding Securitizations
• Who Pays the Price of Fraud?
• Repurchase Demands
• Is Litigation the Answer?
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Looking Ahead
• Longer Record Retention Requirements – DOJ and
FBI have already asked Congress to require
mortgage companies to retain records for at least 10
years in order to better facilitate fraud prosecutions.
• Strengthening Oversight and Efforts to Prevent Fraud
in FHA Programs – FHA’s share of originations have
gone from 3% three years ago to over 30% market
share today.
• Consumer Outreach and Education Campaign.
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Looking Ahead (continued)
• Sustainable Recovery – Not possible Until
Confidence is Restored.
• Continued Focus on Appraisal Standards.
• Foreclosures, REOs and Short Sales.
• Heavy State Involvement.
• Analytics and Technology Need to Drive
Progress.
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FraudBlogger Index
Active Mortgage Fraud Cases
Period**
Index Level* Dollar Amount of loans
Q2 2009
1323
$1,609,569,347
Q1 2009
1427
$1,528,763,071
2008 Adjusted Total
1488
$5,375,718,679
Q4 2008
2790
$2,682,060,476
Q3 2008
1220
$1,084,579,856
Q2 2008
1230
$1,666,146,000
Q1 2008
713
$1,005,318,015
2007 Adjusted Total
607
$4,004,127,260
Q4 2007
600
$708,365,613
Q3 2007
727
$1,152,912,369
Q2 2007
590
$794,589,941
Q1 2007
510
$1,822,922,774
2006 Adjusted Total
504
$1,593,572,894
Q4 2006
573
$996,568,011
Q3 2006
600
$741,777,051
Q2 2006
417
$337,220,659
Q1 2006
427
$594,605,000
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NY Leads Nation in Mortgage Fraud
Q2 FraudBlogger.com Index 1323
Sept. 16, 2009
By MortgageDaily.com staff
U.S. mortgage fraud cases mostly held steady during the latest quarter. Activity in California
nearly tripled, while it nearly quadrupled in Massachusetts. But activity was up nearly 600
percent in New York -- where active cases exeeded all other states.
During the second quarter, the FraudBlogger.com Index declined 7 percent from the first quarter
to 1323. The index, which is indicative of the number of active mortgage fraud cases, was higher
than 1230 a year earlier.
The index is published by MortgageDaily.com based on mortgage fraud cases tracked at
FraudBlogger.com.
The dollar volume of mortgage fraud cases tracked during the second quarter was $1.6 billion,
higher than $1.5 billion in the prior period but lower than $1.7 billion a year earlier.
FraudBlogger.com Index
Period U.S. Index Dollar Amount
1323 $1,609,569,347
Q2 2009
1427 $1,528,763,071
Q1 2009
1230 $1,666,146,000
Q2 2008
"This is the second straight quarter that the fraud index declined," explained MortgageDaily.com
Publisher Sam Garcia. "While $1.6 billion is a huge number, we're not seeing the kind of growth
we saw from 2006 to 2008."
New York's 333 index was the highest of any state. The Empire State's index jumped 566 percent
from the previous quarter -- when it stood at just 50.
Florida followed with a 130 state index, 7 percent lower than in the first quarter. No. 3
California's 120 second-quarter index was 179 percent higher.
Massachusetts was noteworthy because its index was up 233 percent from the first quarter to 10.
By the dollar amount of active mortgage fraud, Florida's $285 million was higher than any other
state and up 6 percent from the first quarter. California's $258 million placed it in the No. 2 spot - though that was 655 percent higher than the prior period. New York's $234 million was up 130
3811 Turtle Creek Blvd., Suite 700, Dallas, Texas 75219

percent.
Illinois was the only other state to top $100 million, up nearly 200 percent to $102 million.
"Three massive mortgage fraud cases in Florida, New York and California accounted for nearly
$275 million in fraudulent loans, while several other cases each exceeded $30 million," Garcia
added.
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Mortgage Fraud Activity
Second-Quarter 2009
State

Q2 2009
Q2 2009
Adjusted
Dollar
Index Level
Amount
1323 $1,609,569,347
National - Total
Alaska
0
0
Alabama
0
0
Arkansas
0
0
Arizona
0
0
California
120 $257,540,000
Colorado
27
$14,920,000
Connecticut
0
0
Delaware
3
$2,500,000
Florida
130 $284,840,000
Georgia
20
$6,800,000
Hawaii
13
$3,216,980
Iowa
0
0
Idaho
0
0
Illinois
47 $101,693,435
Indiana
10
$19,700,000
Kansas
20
$15,843,000
Kentucky
0
0
Louisiana
7
$2,000,000
Massachusetts
10
$6,160,000
Maryland
37
$46,377,656
Michigan
13
$5,200,000
Minnesota
50
$65,694,000
Missouri
33
$41,260,742
Mississippi
13
$10,077,534
Montana
0
0
Nebraska
7
$2,000,000
Nevada
0
0
New Hampshire
0
0
New Jersey
37
$7,050,000
New Mexico
3
$175,000
New York
333 $234,193,000
3811 Turtle Creek Blvd., Suite 700, Dallas, Texas 75219

North Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
Washington, D.C.
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Multiple States
National - Total

50
$86,500,000
83
$89,475,000
0
0
7
$1,363,000
57
$52,000,000
7
$5,000,000
17
$20,000,000
0
0
27
$34,400,000
37
$34,400,000
20
$23,250,000
0
0
30
$34,400,000
27
$67,500,000
13
$11,040,000
0
0
10
$14,000,000
5
$9,000,000
1323 $1,609,569,347

Prior Fraud Index Data
•

The FraudBlogger.com Index was created by MortgageDaily.com and utilizes mortgage
fraud data tracked by FraudBlogger.com.

•

The index reflects active criminal and civil mortgage fraud cases.

•

Cases involving larger dollar amounts are given greater value in the index.

•

Excludes foreclosure fraud and investor fraud.

•

If there were no fraud activity tracked during a given month, the index would be zero.

•

A minimum of $100,000 was used for all cases tracked including when no amount was
available ($500,000 for federal cases.) The national total index is an aggregate of all state
data.

•

When no data was available on the dollar amount involved, estimates were based on
available data such as the number of properties involved, losses to lenders or the number
of charges filed.
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2550 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037
202-457-6000
____________
Facsimile 202-457-6315

FINANCIAL REGULATORY REFORM POLICY UPDATE
From:
Date:
Subject:

Patton Boggs Financial Services Policy Group
November 25, 2009
House Financial Service Committee Anticipated to Report Financial Stability
Improvement Act (H.R. 3996)

Next week, the House Financial Services Committee (HFSC) is expected to approve the “Financial
Stability Improvement Act” (H.R 3996 or “FSIA”), a measure that would provide for a historic
overhaul of the financial services regulatory system. The following is a summary of the key
provisions of the legislation.
Executive Summary
The FSIA reflects key elements of the Obama Administration’s previously announced initiatives for
the historic overhaul of the U.S. financial regulatory framework. Key components of the FSIA
include establishing a Financial Services Oversight Council (FSOC) as a systemic risk regulator,
providing for a resolution authority to wind down large financially-troubled non-bank financial
institutions, and imposing a credit risk retention requirement in the securitization context, among
other initiatives discussed below. In December, the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and
Urban Affairs is anticipated to mark up its financial regulatory reform package (Restoring American
Financial Stability Act of 2009) and ultimately the two chambers’ proposals will need to be
reconciled. The reconciliation process is anticipated to extend into early 2010.
Discussion of Key Provisions
The following is a summary of key provisions in the proposal, as amended in the markup last week,
including: (1) creating a Financial Services Oversight Council; (2) granting the FSOC preemptive
divestiture power to break up an organization before it becomes “too big to fail”; (3) providing the
FDIC resolution authority funded by risk-based assessments on financial companies with more than
$50 billion in assets and hedge funds with more than $10 billion in assets; (4) expanding the list of
“too big to fail” institutions; (5) expanding powers of the Federal Reserve; (6) creating a credit risk
retention requirement; (7) providing for greater accountability for the Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB); (8) and integrating the Office of Thrift Supervision into the Office of the
Comptroller of Currency.
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Highlights include:
(1) Creation of a Financial Services Oversight Council to Monitor Systemic Risk
The FSIA would establish the FSOC to identify financial companies and financial activities that pose
a threat to financial stability. The FSOC would have voting members, including the Secretary of the
Treasury (who shall serve as the Chairman of the Council), the Chairman of the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve, and the Comptroller of the Currency, among others. It would also have
non-voting members including a state insurance commissioner and a state banking supervisor.
The legislation would empower the FSOC to act as a systemic risk regulator, monitoring and
implementing tougher controls on these systemically significant bank and nonbank financial
institutions that could cause systemic risk in the event of a failure. Essentially, it would subject those
systemically significant companies and activities to more stringent prudential oversight, standards
and regulation.
Additionally, the FSOC would advise Congress on financial regulation, making recommendations on
how to enhance the integrity, efficiency, orderliness, competitiveness, and stability of the United
States financial markets. It would issue formal recommendations for agencies with members on the
FSOC to adopt heightened prudential standards for firms they regulate to mitigate risk. And, the
legislation would facilitate information sharing and mitigate jurisdictional/regulatory disputes
between agencies with members on the council.
(2) Divestiture Power: Kanjorski Amendment
This amendment to the legislation gives the government the ability to preemptively limit the size,
complexity and risk of any financial institution. It grants authority to the FSOC to break up firms
posing too great of a risk to the economy and orders the divestiture of assets, regardless of the firm’s
health. This amendment was created to ensure that there would be no need for future bailouts, as
no firm could become “too big to fail.”
Generally, this power will be limited to situations where the firm is so large and so interconnected
that the United States economy would still be threatened even if the resolution authority followed
the firm’s failure plan and wound the firm down in the event of a collapse. The amendment
requires that regulators consider an institution’s size, exposure, leverage and interconnectedness
when deciding whether this extreme action should be taken.
(3) Creation of Dissolution Authority & Potential FDIC Assessments on Financial Companies with
More than $50 Billion in Assets
The legislation would establish a dissolution authority under the FDIC to wind down large,
financially-troubled non-bank financial institutions. The wind down process would be facilitated by
a $150-billion dollar systemic dissolution fund. The fund would allow the FDIC, with the approval
of the Treasury Department and Federal Reserve, to make a loan to or offer guarantees for a solvent
company if necessary to “prevent financial instability during times of severe economic distress.”
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The legislation is designed to ensure that the shareholders and creditors, rather than taxpayers, bear
the losses of a failing firm. As amended by Rep. Sherman (D-CA), the dissolution fund will be
funded by fees charged to financial firms with more than $50 billion in assets and hedge funds with
more than $10 billion in assets based upon individual risk assessments conducted by the FDIC and
the SEC. The fund would be capped at $150 billion, with a provision allowing the regulators to raise
another $50 billion with the approval of Congress, the US Treasury and the president. The FDIC
dissolution authority ends on December 31, 2013 unless extended by Congress and the president.
(4) Institutions Susceptible to Too Big to Fail
The legislation extends the list of potential bailout recipients to anyone engaging in finance,
including bank holding companies, hedge funds, auto makers, and retail chains. As amended by
Chairman Frank during the markup, the legislation uses a one-step process to subject these firms to
regulation. Rather than creating a list of the “too big to fail” institutions and subsequently
subjecting those firms to restrictions, the process will now merge imposing restrictions on
institutions at the time they are identified as posing a systemic risk. This, coupled with the foregoing
Kanjorski amendment, allows for the regulation and potential dismantling of almost any entity
engaging in financial activity.
(5) Expanded Powers of the Federal Reserve
The legislation grants the Federal Reserve the power to direct any large financial holding company to
reduce its size by selling or transferring assets or curtailing certain activities if the Federal Reserve
determines there could be a “threat to the safety and soundness of such company or to the financial
stability of the United States.” It also empowers the Federal Reserve to set concentration limits for
large financial holding companies, prohibiting the companies from having credit exposures to
purchase an unaffiliated entity that exceeds 25 percent of the holding company’s capital stock and
surplus. Additionally, the legislation requires that the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
(and the FDIC and Secretary of the Treasury) approve the FDIC’s extension of credit or guarantee
of obligations of solvent insured depository institutions or other solvent companies. The legislation
also gives the Federal Reserve the power to force a financial holding company into bankruptcy if the
Federal Reserve determines the entity is critically undercapitalized.
The legislation also amends Section 13(3) of the Federal Reserve Act to read “in unusual and exigent
circumstances,” the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System may authorize discounted
notes, drafts and bills of exchange for any individual, partnership or corporation provided that
certain provisions are met. First, this action is only authorized as part of a broadly available credit or
other facility and not made available for only a single, specific individual, partnership or corporation.
Further, before discounting for an individual, partnership or corporation, the Federal Reserve Bank
must show that the entity is unable to secure adequate credit from other banking institutions.
However, several additional legislation provisions specifically limit the Federal Reserve’s power,
including the creation of a Consumer Financial Protection Agency, which would strip the Federal
Reserve of its consumer oversight powers. The power to make emergency loans to nonbanks would
also fall under a new check and balance provision. An amendment by Reps. Paul (R-TX) and
Grayson (D-FL) requires an audit of the Federal Reserve’s lending programs and monetary policies
to be completed within 12 months of the enactment of the legislation.
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(6) Credit Risk Retention Requirement
The legislation, as amended by Rep. Minnick (D-ID), provides for stricter underwriting
requirements and more detailed securitization rules. It requires creditors to retain 5 percent or more
of the credit risk from loans transferred or sold on the secondary market, including for the purpose
of securitization. The SEC and the Federal Reserve, however, may adjust the amount as high as 10
percent, or as low as 0 percent where appropriate. The legislation also has customized the retention
provisions to be specific for the commercial mortgage-backed securities market, granting flexibility
by allowing third party investors to satisfy the risk retention requirements.
(7) Accounting Standards – FASB Accountability
The legislation as amended by Reps. Perlmutter (D-CO) and Lucas (R-OK) would allow the FSOC
to review and comment on current and proposed accounting rules, but allows the FASB and the
SEC the freedom to accept or reject the suggestions. This provision preserves SEC authority over
FASB, while granting a supervisory role to the FSOC.
Further, an amendment by Rep. Garrett (R-NJ) would bring certain FASB rules under scrutiny. It
requires a study of the effects of rules FAS 166 and FAS 167 scheduled to be implemented in
January affecting the way financial institutions account for securitizations. As part of the study,
FASB would be required to make recommendations for eliminating any negative impacts on the
asset-backed securitization market caused by the new regulations and legislation.
(8) Regulatory Consolidation: Integration of the Office of Thrift Supervision
The legislation, as amended by Reps. Green (D-TX) and Bachus (R-AL), integrates the Office of
Thrift Supervision (OTS) into the Office of Comptroller of Currency (OCC). Under the provision,
the OCC will have a new division of thrift supervision which will have all of the powers that had
previously been vested in the OTS. Further, it requires that the OTS, the OCC and the FDIC work
together to provide improved regulation of banking institutions and to provide a one year report
after integration of the OTS into the OCC discussing the steps taken to improve regulation.
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Thank you for your interest in MortgageDaily.com.
We launched more than 10 years ago and have grown to become a dominant
online news source for the mortgage industry.
You’ll find more than 10,000 pages of mortgage news pages published
during the past decade. In addition to stories reported by more than 20 of our
journalists, we have published articles written by industry experts, attorneys
and reporters from other news publications.
Our coverage focuses on issues, legislation and litigation that impact real
estate finance.
Our stories about mortgage lawsuits include case overviews and often cite
the case title, case number and court venue.
We also provide a quarterly mortgage litigation report that summarizes each
of the lawsuits we covered and compares activity to prior quarters.
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LendingTree Drops Lawsuit
Just three weeks after filing a lawsuit over a deal between Google and Mortech Inc.,
LendingTree LLC is backing away.

More Mortgage Lawsuits Filed
The latest activity in mortgage-related litigation focuses on home-equity lines-of-credit,
payment history reporting to credit bureaus and subprime ratings. Ellie Mae responded to
allegations that it used its monopoly in the mortgage transaction process to put a
document preparation firm out of business.

LendingTree Drops Lawsuit
Just three weeks after filing a lawsuit over a deal between Google and Mortech Inc.,
LendingTree LLC is backing away.

More Mortgage Lawsuits Filed
The latest activity in mortgage-related litigation focuses on home-equity lines-of-credit,
payment history reporting to credit bureaus and subprime ratings. Ellie Mae responded to
allegations that it used its monopoly in the mortgage transaction process to put a
document preparation firm out of business.

Servicer Reported Fraudulent Performance Data
A hard-money mortgage servicer in California is accused of hiding delinquency from
investors and -- in a classic Ponzi scheme -- using new investments to fund interest
payments to existing investors. In all, investors are expected to lose more than $100
million.

The Foreclosure Litigator
Delinquent borrowers are attempting to stop servicers from foreclosing by targeting
compliance mistakes, missing documentation and suitability. A California attorney
recently touted his success at stopping lenders from foreclosing, while the government
recently used litigation to prevent a Florida firm from promising it can stop foreclosures.

Investor Litigation Shifting to MBS
As class actions against two financial institutions were dismissed, new investor litigation
is increasingly tied to mortgage securities.

Doc Prep Gets Litigious
In a lawsuit filed last week in a California federal court, DocMagic Inc. claims Ellie Mae
Inc. dumped the online document preparation firm from its transaction platform and used
its monopoly to steal DocMagic customers.
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Appraisal, Modification and Foreclosure Lawsuits Soar
2nd-Quarter Mortgage Litigation Report
August 24, 2009
By MortgageDaily.com staff
A surge in litigation tied to real estate appraisals, loan modifications and foreclosures
contributed to a 54 percent increase in mortgage-related lawsuits, according to the Second
Quarter Mortgage Litigation Report from MortgageDaily.com. Investor litigation
continued to be the busiest category.
The analysis, based on active cases covered by MortgageDaily.com, was prepared in
conjunction with the law firm of Patton Boggs LLP, which is known as a leader for its
work in mortgage banking litigation.
During the second quarter, 125 cases were tracked, jumping from an already active 81
first-quarter cases. Second-quarter 2008 actions numbered just 42.
Leading the pack were modification cases -- which jumped to 22 from none tracked in the
first quarter. Much of the activity was tied to actions against modification firms. The
increase in cases coincided with the launch of the Obama administration's Home
Affordable Modification program.
Also surging were foreclosure cases, which jumped to 26 actions from just 12.
Investor lawsuits and class actions continued to dominate mortgage-related litigation,
rising to 31 cases from 21 in the first quarter. However, as the stock market has recently
recovered, third-quarter investor litigation appears to be easing.
Second-quarter appraisal lawsuits increased to 11 from two in the prior period. Appraisalrelated activity grew just as the Home Valuation Code of Conduct was implemented.
"Tracking consumer litigation cases like those identified by MortgageDaily.com can help
companies identify litigation and regulatory trends," stated Pat McManemin with Patton
Boggs. "This is a great way for industry members to mitigate against potential risks
affecting products and services."
The table below includes the most active categories.
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Q1 2009 | Q4 2008 | Q3 2008 | Q2 2008 | Q1 2008 | full-year 2007

Second Quarter 2009 Mortgage Litigation Report

Category

Total

Advertising

Appraisals

BankruptcyConsumer

Bankruptcy-

Description

Total Cases
Tracked
(some cases
tracked in
multiple
categories)
Lawsuits about
mortgage
advertising,
bait and switch
ads, deceptive
ads and do-notcall violations.
Litigation
related to real
estate
appraisals,
pressuring
appraisers and
appraisal fraud.
Legal issues
surrounding
borrowers who
file for
bankruptcy,
including
servicing
bankrupt
borrowers.
Litigation

# of # of # of # of # of # of
# of
Cases Cases Cases Cases Cases Cases Cases
Q2 Q1 Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1
Full
2009 2009 2008 2008 2008 2008 Year
2007
125
81
46
74
45
42
195

9

4

7

8

2

1

5

11

2

1

3

0

0

5

1

0

0

1

2

8

5

8

2

4

5

3

0

0

Corporate

surrounding
companies that
file for
bankruptcy
protection or
bankruptcy
liquidation
Commercial Mortgage Cases related
to commercial
mortgage
lending.
Compliance
Lawsuits and
actions tied to
violations of
mortgage
regulations.
Copyright
Lawsuits about
copyright,
trademark and
intellectual
property issues.
Credit
Litigation
based on credit
reporting and
other credit
issues.
Criminal
Cases
involving
criminal
complaints.
Discrimination
Class actions
and lawsuits
related to
lending
discrimination
involving
minorities,
neighborhoods
and property
types.

Down Payment

Cases about the

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

5

8

6

18

3

1

5
(RESPA)

0

2

0

1

0

0

6
(TILA)
3

0

3

0

1

2

3

3

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

5

2

2

3

2

14

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

Assistance

Embezzlement

Employment

Fees

Foreclosures

HELOC

Insider Trading

legality of
DPA programs
and HUD's
ability to
prohibit them.
Legal actions
on mortgagerelated
embezzlement
and accounting
fraud.
Employment
lawsuits
involving
overtime,
employment
discrimination
and
employment
contracts.
Whistleblowers
and WARN
notice violation
cases also.
Lawsuits
involving
excessive fees,
servicing fees
and loan fees
beyond state
maximums.
Servicerrelated
litigation,
foreclosure
lawsuits and
cases against
foreclosure
rescue services.
Cases related
to home-equity
lines-of-credit
Criminal cases
about mortgage

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

3

4

3

0

2

6

16

0

1

4

8

1

2

13

26

12

3

7

6

9

11

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

Investor

Leads

Licenses

MBS

Mergers

executives
accused of
trading
securities
based on
insider
information.
Shareholder
lawsuits and
class actions
accusing
companies of
inflating
earnings,
overstating
capital position
or otherwise
deceiving
investors in the
company.
Other
shareholder
issues.
Litigation
about mortgage
leads.
Regulator
lawsuits and
actions against
improperly
licensed and
unlicensed
mortgage
companies.
Lawsuits
related to
mortgagebacked
securities.

Lawsuits
relating to
mergers and

31

21

11

13

14

9

53

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

1

8

2

1

2

16

13

4

0

0

0

2

0

3

0

0

0

0

1

Modifications

Mortgage Fraud

Mortgage Insurance

Net Branch

Predatory

Preemption

Privacy

Reverse Mortgages

acquisitions.
Actions tied to
loan
modifications
and
modification
firms.
Cases
involving
mortgage
fraud, flipping,
identity theft
and inflated
appraisals.
Lawsuits tied
to mortgage
insurance.
Litigation
involving net
branch
operations.
Lawsuits and
regulatory
actions against
predatory
lenders.
Lawsuits about
federal
regulatory
preemption
over state
regulation.
Lawsuits about
privacy issues.

Litigation tied
to home-equity
conversion

22

0

0

0

0

0

0

11

5

5

18

7

3

25

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

1

1

0

1

0

6

3

4

7

3

0

7

1

0

1

1

3

0

1

0

4

3

1

1

0

3

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

mortgages and
reverse
mortgage
issues,
programs and
lenders.
Secondary Marketing Cases related
to secondary
marketing,
warehouse
lending and
repurchases.
Servicing
Litigation
related to loan
servicing,
including
escrow issues,
transfer of
servicing and
servicing
borrowers in
bankruptcy and
foreclosure.
Suitability
Lawsuits about
mortgage
company
liability in
determining
suitability of
loans for
borrowers.
Technology
Lending
technology
issues litigated.

YSP

Litigation
centered
around yield
spread

5

5

3

12

3

9

23

2

6

3

3

2

6

14

1

1

3

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

2

2

0

1

0

0

0

4

Total

premiums and
YSP
disclosures.
Total Cases
Tracked
(some cases
tracked in
multiple
categories)

*several cases were counted in multiple case types

125

81

46

74

45

42

195

Mortgage Litigation Activity Tumbles
3rd-Quarter Mortgage Litigation Report
Nov. 16, 2009
By MortgageDaily.com staff
Firms that collected up-front fees for loan modifications pushed modification-related litigation to
the forefront of the Third Quarter Mortgage Litigation Report from MortgageDaily.com. But
overall mortgage litigation slowed significantly.
The analysis, based on active cases covered by MortgageDaily.com between July 1 and Sept. 30,
was prepared in conjunction with the law firm of Patton Boggs LLP, which is known as a leader
for its work in mortgage banking litigation.
A rash of litigation was filed by states' attorneys general and the Federal Trade Commission as
part of "Operation Loan Lies," an initiative launched in July.
But overall active cases covered during the period tumbled to 76 from the second quarter's 125.
In the third-quarter 2008, 74 cases were tracked.
With the Dow Jones Industrial Average solidly over 10,000, active investor actions were down
to 11 in the third quarter from 31 cases three months earlier. In line with investor activity,
mortgage-backed securities litigation tumbled to four cases from 16.
"I am not surprised to see a decline in mortgage-backed and investor litigation as the number of
deals remaining to be resolved decreases," said Patrick F. McManemin, a partner in Patton
Boggs' Dallas office.
The industry must continue to be conscious of risks affecting their products and services, Mr.
McManemin said.
"For example, we are seeing more courts addressing title and foreclosure issues that signal an
increased focus on technical aspects of negotiable instruments and ownership of a lien," Mr.
McManemin said.
But despite the increased focus -- and possibly reflecting the seasoning of the Home Affordable
Modification Program -- foreclosure litigation sank to 10 cases from 26 in the second quarter.
As the Home Valuation Code of Conduct became more entrenched at U.S. mortgage shops,
active appraisal lawsuits fell to two from 11.

The following table reflects the full count of third-quarter cases.

Q2 2009 | Q1 2009 | Q4 2008 | Q3 2008 | Q2 2008 | Q1 2008 | full-year 2007

Third Quarter 2009 Mortgage Litigation Report
Category

Total

Advertising

Appraisals

BankruptcyConsumer

Description

Total Cases
Tracked
(some cases
tracked in
multiple
categories)
Lawsuits about
mortgage
advertising,
bait and switch
ads, deceptive
ads and do-notcall violations.
Litigation
related to real
estate
appraisals,
pressuring
appraisers and
appraisal fraud.
Legal issues
surrounding
borrowers who
file for
bankruptcy,
including
servicing
bankrupt
borrowers.

# of # of # of # of # of # of # of
# of
Cases Cases Cases Cases Cases Cases Cases Cases
Q3 Q2 Q1 Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1
Full
2009 2009 2009 2008 2008 2008 2008 Year
2007
76 125
81
46
74
45
42
195

18

9

4

7

8

2

1

5

2

11

2

1

3

0

0

5

2

1

0

0

1

2

8

5

BankruptcyCorporate

Litigation
surrounding
companies that
file for
bankruptcy
protection or
bankruptcy
liquidation
Commercial Mortgage Cases related
to commercial
mortgage
lending.
Compliance
Lawsuits and
actions tied to
violations of
mortgage
regulations.
Copyright
Lawsuits about
copyright,
trademark and
intellectual
property issues.
Credit
Litigation
based on credit
reporting and
other credit
issues.
Criminal
Cases
involving
criminal
complaints.
Discrimination
Class actions
and lawsuits
related to
lending
discrimination
involving
minorities,
neighborhoods
and property
types.
Cases about the
Down Payment
Assistance
legality of
DPA programs

9

8

2

4

5

3

0

0

2

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

3

5

8

6

18

3

1

5
(RESPA)

0

0

2

0

1

0

0

6
(TILA)
3

5

0

3

0

1

2

3

3

4

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

5

5

2

2

3

2

14

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

Embezzlement

Employment

Fees

Foreclosures

HELOC

Insider Trading

and HUD's
ability to
prohibit them.
Legal actions
on mortgagerelated
embezzlement
and accounting
fraud.
Employment
lawsuits
involving
overtime,
employment
discrimination
and
employment
contracts.
Whistleblowers
and WARN
notice violation
cases also.
Lawsuits
involving
excessive fees,
servicing fees
and loan fees
beyond state
maximums.
Servicerrelated
litigation,
foreclosure
lawsuits and
cases against
foreclosure
rescue services.
Cases related
to home-equity
lines-of-credit
Criminal cases
about mortgage
executives
accused of

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

4

3

4

3

0

2

6

16

0

0

1

4

8

1

2

13

10

26

12

3

7

6

9

11

0

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

Investor

Leads

Licenses

MBS

Mergers

Modifications

trading
securities
based on
insider
information.
Shareholder
lawsuits and
class actions
accusing
companies of
inflating
earnings,
overstating
capital position
or otherwise
deceiving
investors in the
company.
Other
shareholder
issues.
Litigation
about mortgage
leads.
Regulator
lawsuits and
actions against
improperly
licensed and
unlicensed
mortgage
companies.
Lawsuits
related to
mortgagebacked
securities.
Lawsuits
relating to
mergers and
acquisitions.
Actions tied to
loan
modifications

11

31

21

11

13

14

9

53

2

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

1

8

2

1

2

4

16

13

4

0

0

0

2

1

0

3

0

0

0

0

1

30

22

0

0

0

0

0

0

Mortgage Fraud

Mortgage Insurance

Net Branch

Predatory

Preemption

Privacy
Regulatory

Reverse Mortgages

and
modification
firms.
Cases
involving
mortgage
fraud, flipping,
identity theft
and inflated
appraisals.
Lawsuits tied
to mortgage
insurance.
Litigation
involving net
branch
operations.
Lawsuits and
regulatory
actions against
predatory
lenders.
Lawsuits about
federal
regulatory
preemption
over state
regulation.
Lawsuits about
privacy issues.
Lawsuits by or
against
regulatory
agencies.
Litigation tied
to home-equity
conversion
mortgages and
reverse
mortgage
issues,
programs and
lenders.

3

11

5

5

18

7

3

25

0

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

6

3

4

7

3

0

7

0

1

0

1

1

3

0

1

0

0

4

3

1

1

0

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

Secondary Marketing Cases related
to secondary
marketing,
warehouse
lending and
repurchases.
Servicing
Litigation
related to loan
servicing,
including
escrow issues,
transfer of
servicing and
servicing
borrowers in
bankruptcy and
foreclosure.
Suitability
Lawsuits about
mortgage
company
liability in
determining
suitability of
loans for
borrowers.
Technology
Lending
technology
issues litigated.
YSP
Litigation
centered
around yield
spread
premiums and
YSP
disclosures.
Total
Total Cases
Tracked
(some cases
tracked in
multiple
categories)
*several cases were counted in multiple case types

2

5

5

3

12

3

9

23

3

2

6

3

3

2

6

14

0

1

1

3

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

1

1

1

2

1

2

0

1

0

0

0

4

76

125

81

46

74

45

42

195

Mortgage Fraud Statistics
Mortgage Fraud Cases Open (FBI)

fiscal 2009
(as of July 31)

2,600

Mortgage Fraud Cases Open (FBI)

fiscal 2008

1,643

Mortgage Fraud Cases Open as of 12/31 (FBI)

fiscal 2007

1,204

Mortgage Fraud Cases Open as of 12/31 (FBI)

fiscal 2006

818

Mortgage Fraud Cases Open as of 12/31 (FBI)

fiscal 2005

721

Mortgage Fraud Cases Open as of 12/31 (FBI)

fiscal 2004

534

Mortgage Fraud Cases Open as of 12/31 (FBI)

fiscal 2003

436

Mortgage Fraud Indictments (FBI)

fiscal 2007

321

Mortgage Fraud Convictions (FBI)

fiscal 2007

260

Mortgage Fraud Restitutions (FBI)

fiscal 2007 $595.9 million

Mortgage Fraud Recoveries (FBI)

fiscal 2007

$21.8 million

Mortgage Fraud Fines (FBI)

fiscal 2007

$1.7 million

Mortgage Fraud SARs filed (FBI)

fiscal 2009
(as of May 20)

33,291

Mortgage Fraud SARs Filed (FBI)

fiscal 2008

63,713

Mortgage Fraud SARs Filed (MARI)

2008 (FBI fiscsal)

58,800

Mortgage Fraud SARs Filed (FBI)

2007 (FBI fiscsal)

46,717

Mortgage Fraud SARs Filed (FBI)

2006 (FBI fiscsal)

35,617

Mortgage Fraud SARs Filed (FBI)

2005 (FBI fiscsal)

21,994

Mortgage Fraud SARs Filed (FBI)

2004 (FBI fiscsal)

17,127

Mortgage Fraud SARs Filed (FBI)

2003 (FBI fiscsal)

6,936

Mortgage Fraud SARs Filed (FinCEN)

12 months ended June 30 2008

62,084

Mortgage Fraud SARs Filed (FinCEN)

12 months ended June 30 2007

43,054

Mortgage Fraud SARs Filed (FinCEN)

12 months ended June 30 2006
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General
Q: When does the new RESPA Rule take effect?
A: The November 2008 RESPA Rule was effective January 16, 2009. Implementation of
the provisions are as follows:
1)

Provision
Average Charge (optional)
Servicing Disclosure Statement
Other technical changes
New GFE
New HUD-1/HUD-1A
(for all transactions in which the
new GFE is used)
Tolerances
Elimination of FHA Cap On
Origination Fees

Implementation Date
January 16, 2009
January 16, 2009
January 16, 2009
January 1, 2010
January 1, 2010
January 1, 2010
January 1, 2010

Q: When does the revised required use definition take effect?
A: The revised required use definition was withdrawn by a separate final rule published
May 15, 2009.
2)

Q: Can a loan originator e-mail a GFE to a borrower?
A: Yes; as long as the borrower consents and the other specific requirements for
consumer disclosures under the Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act
(ESIGN) are met, a loan originator may e-mail, fax, or send by other electronic means the GFE
(and other RESPA disclosures, such as the HUD-1/1A). See section 101(c) of ESIGN, 15 U.S.C.
§ 7001(c); also see 24 CFR § 3500.23. The loan originator may also continue to deliver the GFE
to the borrower by hand delivery or by placing it in the mail, as provided by RESPA.
3)

4)
Q: RESPA and HUD‘s RESPA regulations require that certain records be retained for a
period of time. Can those records be retained electronically?
A: Yes, if the person responsible for retaining records under RESPA and HUD's RESPA
regulations meets the specific requirements and limitations applicable to the retention of
electronic documents set out in the Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act
(ESIGN), that person's responsibility will be satisfied by the retention of electronic records. See
sections 101(d) and (e) of ESIGN, 15 U.S.C. § 7001(d) and (e); also see 24 CFR § 3500.23.
Q: Can we translate the GFE and the HUD-1 into languages other than English?
A: Yes, it is permissible to translate the GFE and the HUD-1 as long as the form has been
translated accurately.
5)

6)
Q: The term ―monthl
y‖ is used throughout the GFE and HUD-1 forms. The requirements
stated in terms of ―
monthly‖ do not work well for loans on which payments are not made monthly
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(e.g., are made biweekly or quarterly). In such transactions, can an appropriate payment period be
substituted whenever requirements on the forms are stated in terms of ―
monthly‖?
A: No, the GFE and HUD-1 are prescribed forms. The instructions for the GFE provide
that the standardized form is the required form. HUD's regulations provide that language and
terms used on the HUD-1 may not be changed, except in limited circumstances which do not
include changes to the standardized language (see 24 CFR § 3500.9). The intent of the
standardized GFE and HUD-1 is to provide borrowers an easier means of comparing loan offers,
and to determine that they are getting the loan at settlement that they were offered in the GFE.
For loans with payment plans that are not monthly, the periodic payments should be converted to
a monthly basis (e.g., payments for a biweekly plan with 26 payments per year would be
multiplied by 26/12, quarterly payments would be divided by 3, etc.).
7)
Q: If a borrower applies for a first and second mortgage before January 1, 2010 and the
loan originator issues a GFE using the new form for the first mortgage, does the loan originator
have to issue the second mortgage GFE on the new GFE form also?
A: No, the loan originator does not have to issue the GFE for the second mortgage on the
new GFE form prior to January 1, 2010 even if the loan originator issues the GFE for the first
mortgage on the new GFE form. To avoid consumer confusion, the loan originator may choose to
issue new GFEs for both the first and second mortgage, or old GFEs for both the first and second
mortgages. If the loan originator issues the old GFE, the old HUD-1 must be used. If the loan
originator issues the new GFE, the new HUD-1 must be used.
Q: What is a ―
no cost‖ loan for purposes in the new RESPA Rule?
A: Information about ―n
o cost‖ loans may be found in Appendix A, Instructions for
Completing HUD-1 and HUD-1A Settlement Statements and 24 CFR part 3500, Appendix C –
GFE Instructions.
8)

9)
Q: The definition of ―
Origination service‖ does not explicitly include all of the services
provided by mortgage brokers in the definition of ―
Settlement services‖. Are all ―
Settlement
services‖ considered ―
Origination services‖?
Settlement services‖ are not considered ―
Origination services‖. However, all
A: No, all ―
―
Origination services‖ are ―
Settlement services‖.
10)
Q: How may applications under a preapproval program as defined by Section 203.2(b)(2)
of Regulation C be treated?
A: For the purposes of RESPA, ―
application‖ is defined at 24 CFR § 3500.2(b). The
RESPA rule does not address preapprovals or the information required in relation to preapprovals.
The Federal Reserve is responsible for promulgating, interpreting and enforcing Regulation C.
11)
Q: May a loan originator require the use of its affiliate for the tax service or flood
certificate?
A: No, a loan originator may not require the use of its affiliate for tax service or flood
certificate.
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12)
Q: If I suspect someone is violating RESPA, is there a phone number I can call to make a
complaint to HUD?
A: We encourage anyone that suspects someone is potentially violating RESPA to contact
us. You may either call 1-202-708-0502 or you may send your complaint to:
Director, Office of RESPA and Interstate Land Sales
US Department of Housing and Urban Development
Room 9154
451 7th Street, SW
Washington, DC 20410
For more information, please visit our website at www.hud.gov/respa or email our office at hsgrespa@hud.gov.
Q: What is the minimum font size that may be used on the GFE, HUD-1 or HUD-1A?
A: The Rule does not state a minimum font size that may be used on the GFE, HUD-1 or
HUD-1A.
13)

GFE
GFE – General
Q: What happens if a GFE is not provided to a borrower?
A: In a transaction involving a federally related mortgage, the loan originator is required
to provide a GFE to the borrower. Failure to provide a GFE as required is a violation of Section 5
of RESPA.
1)

Q: When will the use of the new GFE and HUD-1 forms be required?
A: The new GFE and HUD-1 forms must be used as of January 1, 2010. The new GFE
and HUD-1 forms may be used before this date. Please note that if a loan originator issues a GFE
on the new form, then the settlement agent must use the new HUD-1 form and the tolerances and
other requirements in the revised RESPA regulations will apply.
2)

3)
Q: If a GFE is issued on the old form prior to January 1, 2010, and the loan will close
after January 1, 2010, which HUD-1 form is to be completed by the settlement agent?
A: If a GFE is issued on the old form prior to January 1, 2010, then the old HUD-1 form
must be used even if closing will occur after January 1, 2010. For GFEs issued on the old form,
the loan originator has the option to reissue the GFE (with the same terms and charges) on the
new form, in which case the settlement agent must complete the new HUD-1 form.
Q: When does a loan originator have to issue a GFE?
A: A loan originator must issue a GFE no later than 3 business days after the loan
originator receives an application or information sufficient to complete an application.
Application is defined as the submission of a borrower‘s financial information in anticipation of a
credit decision relating to a federally related mortgage loan, which shall include the following: (1)

4)
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borrower‘s name, (2) borrower‘s monthly income; (3) borrower‘s social security number to obtain
a credit report; (4) property address; (5) estimate of value of the property; (6) loan amount and (7)
any other information deemed necessary by the loan originator.
5)

Q: What is a loan originator?
A: ―
Loan originator‖ means a lender or a mortgage broker.

Q: What fees can a loan originator charge before issuing a GFE?
A: Prior to issuing a GFE, the loan originator may, at its option, collect a fee limited to
the cost of a credit report.
6)

Q: I am a mortgage broker. Can I provide the GFE?
A: Yes, a mortgage broker can provide the GFE, however the lender is ultimately
responsible for ascertaining that the GFE was provided to the applicant.
7)

8)
Q: There are not enough lines on the GFE or the HUD-1 to show all of the charges that
are appropriate for some of the categories. Where should these charges be listed?
A: Additional lines may be added to Blocks 3, 6 and 11 of the GFE. Additional lines may
also be added to the HUD-1.
Q: Is a GFE a loan commitment?
A: No, the GFE is not a loan commitment. A GFE is an estimate of settlement charges a
borrower is likely to incur to obtain a specific loan.
9)

10)
Q: At what point can a loan originator charge a loan applicant fees for services other than
the cost of obtaining a credit report?
A: After a loan applicant both receives a GFE and indicates an intention to proceed with
the loan covered by the GFE, the loan originator may collect fees beyond the cost of a credit
report for origination-related services.
11)
Q: If the borrower is taking out two loans to finance the purchase, how should the loan
originator disclose the charges from each loan on the GFE and the HUD-1?
A: Each loan must have a separate GFE and a separate HUD-1. However, the principal
amount of the second loan and a brief explanation of the second loan should be listed on Lines
204 – 209 of the HUD-1 for the first loan.
Q: What are processing and administrative services?
A: Processing and administrative services are those services required to perform the
functions involved in title service and origination service. Processing and administrative services
include, but are not limited to the following: document delivery, document preparation, copying,
wiring, preparing endorsements, document handling and notarization.
12)

Q: Can items be listed as ―
Paid Outside of Closing‖ or ―
P.O.C.‖ on the GFE?
A: No, the totals included in the column on page 2 of the GFE must be the sums of the
prices or fees, by category, for all settlement services that are required to be shown on the GFE.
13)
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Where individual components of these totals are required to be itemized, each third party
settlement service must be identified and the estimated total price or fee to be paid for that service
must be stated to the left of the column. The standardized GFE form does not allow information
to be included on any part of those totals that would be paid outside of closing. Such information
would not help borrowers to shop for loans and would not facilitate comparison of the charges on
the GFE with the charges on the HUD-1.
14)
Q: The definition of application includes the social security number as one of six pieces
of information. Foreign nationals do not have social security numbers. Is a Tax Identification
Number (TIN) an acceptable substitution?
A: Before a loan originator issues a GFE, the loan originator will often evaluate the credit
worthiness of a potential borrower by pulling an ―
in-file‖ or a credit report. The social security
number is typically the unique identifier used to pull a credit report. If the social security number
is not the appropriate unique identifier necessary to determine a borrower‘s credit worthiness,
another unique identifier may be substituted.
15)
Q: Is an approved loan correspondent approved under 24 CFR § 202.8 for Federal
Housing Administration programs considered a lender or a mortgage broker?
A: A loan correspondent approved under 24 CFR § 202.8 for the Federal Housing
Administration programs is considered a mortgage broker.
16)
Q: If the mortgage broker receiving the application is an exclusive agent of the lender
(similar to the requirements of Regulation Z per Comment 19(b)-3), will the lender be considered
to have received the application when its exclusive agent received it?
A: The loan originator must issue a GFE when it receives information sufficient to be
considered an application under RESPA. The mortgage broker may issue the GFE, but the lender
is responsible to ascertain whether the GFE has been provided. Timely communication between
the lender and the mortgage broker is essential to assure compliance.
HUD cannot interpret regulations promulgated by another federal agency, such as
Regulation Z (12 CFR part 226). Please refer to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System for interpretations of Regulation Z.
17)
Q: If the mortgage broker purports to permit a borrower to lock in a rate, but the
mortgage broker does not lock that rate with the lender, what tolerances apply to the lender for the
credit or charge for the interest rate chosen and the adjusted origination charge?
A: If the lender accepts the GFE issued by the mortgage broker, the lender is subject to
the loan terms and settlement charges. Charges for the credit or credit for the interest rate chosen
and the adjusted origination charge may not change (zero tolerance). Timely communication
between the lender and the mortgage broker is essential to assure compliance.
18)
Q: If the mortgage broker has failed to provide the GFE on a timely basis, may the lender
issue its own GFE?
A: The lender is responsible for ascertaining whether or not the GFE has been provided.
If the GFE has not been provided by the mortgage broker, the lender must provide the GFE. The
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failure to provide a GFE to a borrower within 3 business days of receipt of the borrower's
application is a violation of Section 5 of RESPA.
19)
Q: If a GFE has been provided and the interest rate has not been locked, can the loan
originator provide a revised GFE when the borrower later locks the interest rate?
A: If a borrower who has been provided a GFE later locks the interest rate and there are
any changes to interest rate dependent charges or loan terms, a revised GFE must be issued.
20)
Q: If a GFE has been provided and the interest rate has been locked, may the loan
originator provide a revised GFE if the borrower requests a different rate lock period?
A: If a borrower requests a change to the mortgage loan identified in a GFE and that
request will change the terms of the loan, the loan originator may provide a revised GFE to the
borrower.
21)
Q: If there is more than one potential borrower in a transaction, may additional lines be
added to the ―
Borrower‖ field on the GFE to include all potential borrower names?
A: Yes, additional lines may be added to the ―
Borrower‖ field on the GFE.
22)
Q: A broker-submitted application may contain all the information the lender requires,
but the lender may not want to be bound by the mortgage broker‘s GFE. If the lender were to
reject the application for this reason, would that rejection be subject to ECOA adverse action
requirements and HMDA reporting?
A: HUD cannot interpret regulations promulgated by another federal agency. Please refer
to the Federal Reserve Board for its regulations and staff commentary on the Equal Credit
Opportunity Act (ECOA) (―
Regulation B,‖ 12 CFR part 202) and the Home Mortgage Disclosure
Act (HMDA) (―
Regulation C,‖ 12 CFR part 203). The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) may
also provide assistance with ECOA questions involving mortgage companies.
23)
Q: May a loan originator issue a GFE if the loan originator has not received one of the six
pieces of information included in the definition of an application (borrower‘s name, borrower‘s
monthly income, borrower‘s social security number, property address, estimate of the value of the
property and mortgage loan amount sought)?
A: An application includes information the loan originator requires the borrower to
submit in anticipation of a credit decision. If a loan originator issues a GFE, the loan originator is
presumed to have received all six pieces of information.
24)
Q: Are loan originators permitted to process a loan without all six pieces of information
included in the definition of an application?
A: Yes. Loan originators may process a loan after they have issued a GFE and the
borrower has received the GFE and has decided to proceed with the loan. It is presumed that,
prior to issuing a GFE, a loan originator has received all six pieces of information.
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25)
Q: When a mortgage broker receives an application or information sufficient to complete
an application, when does the lender who agrees to go forward on the application have to provide
the GFE?
A: Not later than 3 business days after the mortgage broker received the application or
information sufficient to complete the application, either the lender or the mortgage broker must
provide a GFE. The lender is responsible for ascertaining whether the GFE has been provided.
26)
Q: If a lender agrees to proceed with a transaction for which a mortgage broker has
provided the GFE to the borrower, may the lender provide a revised GFE?
A: The lender may provide a revised GFE consistent with the provisions of 24 CFR §
3500.7(f).
27)
Q: May additional pages be added to the GFE to allow for all charges to be shown? If so,
is it an addendum or an extension of page 2?
A: No. Additional pages or addendums may not be added to the GFE. The standardized
GFE form set forth in Appendix C to the Rule is the required GFE form and must be provided
exactly as specified, except that Blocks 3, 6, and 11 on page 2 may be adapted to use in particular
loan situations, so that additional lines may be inserted there, and unused lines may be deleted.
Lines may be added to Blocks 3, 6 and 11 vertically and horizontally as shown in the examples
below.
Vertical line example:

Horizontal line example:
Service

Charge

Service

28)

Charge

Q: May a loan originator alter the GFE by adding signature lines to the GFE?
A: No. However, loan originators may develop practices and procedures to
document the consumer’s acknowledgement of receipt of the GFE. Loan originators may
not refuse to provide a GFE based upon a consumer’s refusal to acknowledge receipt of the
GFE. Acknowledgement of receipt of a GFE, by itself, does not constitute an expression of
an intention to proceed with the loan covered by the GFE.
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GFE – Seller paid items
Q: If at the time a GFE is issued it is known that the seller will pay settlement charges
1)
typically paid by the borrower, how are the charges disclosed on the GFE?
A: All charges typically paid by the borrower must be disclosed on the GFE regardless of
whether the charges will be paid for by the borrower, the seller, or other party.
Q: Are charges to the seller listed on the GFE?
A: RESPA requires that only the borrower receive a GFE. The GFE is defined as an
estimate of settlement charges a borrower is likely to incur in connection with the settlement.
Charges that typically would not be charged to the borrower, but would be charged to another
party—such as the seller—do not have to be included on the GFE. If the borrower typically
would incur charges for title services and lender's and owner's title insurance, the GFE
instructions make it clear that those charges are required to be listed regardless of whether, for
example, the contract requires the seller to pay for the service. If there is a question about whether
the borrower or seller is to pay for a particular settlement service, the charge for that service
should be disclosed on the GFE.
2)

GFE – Interest rate expiration
Important dates‖ on page 1
1)
Q: If the availability of the interest rate (shown in item 1 of ―
of the GFE) expires, does a revised GFE have to be issued if the borrower locks a different
interest rate before the expiration of the estimate for the settlement charges (shown in item 2 of
―
Important dates‖)?
A: If the interest rate offer on the GFE expires and the borrower later locks the interest
rate, before the expiration of the estimate for the settlement charges, a revised GFE must be
issued if any interest rate dependent charges and terms change. If a revised GFE is issued only
the following changes may be made: (1) ―
Charge or credit (points) for interest rate chosen‖; (2)
―
Adjusted origination charges‖; (3) ―
Daily interest charges‖; and (4) other interest rate related
loan terms. ―
Our origination charge‖ and all other charges must remain the same from the prior
GFE.
GFE – Expiration
Q: When does a GFE expire?
A: If a borrower does not express an intent to continue with an application within ten
business days after the GFE is provided (or such longer time period specified by the loan
originator), the loan originator is no longer bound by the GFE.
1)
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GFE – Denial
1)
Q: If a loan originator denies the loan before the end of the three business day period
after application, does the loan originator need to issue a GFE?
A: No, the loan originator is not required to issue a GFE if, before the end of the three
business day period, the loan originator denies the application or the loan applicant withdraws the
application.
2)
Q: Section 3500.7 of RESPA states that the GFE need not be provided if mortgage broker
or lender declines the application or the applicant withdraws the application within the three
business day period after application. The provisions for the Special Information Booklet state
that the lender need not provide the Special Information Booklet if the lender denies the
application before the end of the three business day period. Does the Special Information Booklet
need to be provided if the mortgage broker declines the application or the applicant withdraws the
application within the three business day period?
A: No, the Special Information Booklet does not need to be provided if the loan
originator declines the application or the applicant withdraws the application within the three
business day period.
GFE – Written list of providers
1)
Q: When do loan originators have to provide the borrower with a written list of identified
providers?
A: When a loan originator permits a borrower to shop for third-party settlement services,
the loan originator must provide the borrower with a written list of settlement services providers
at the time of the GFE, on a separate sheet of paper.
2)
Q: Does the borrower have to select a settlement service provider from the loan
originator‘s written list of settlement service providers?
A: No. If the loan originator permits a borrower to shop for a settlement service provider,
the borrower may choose a qualified provider that is not on the originator‘s written list.
3)
Q: If the borrower chooses a settlement service provider that is not on the written list,
does the tolerance apply?
A: No, if the borrower chooses a settlement service provider that is not on the loan
originator‘s written list of providers, the amount paid for that service is not subject to a tolerance.
4)
Q: The GFE Instructions require that where a loan originator permits a borrower to shop
for third party settlement services covered in Blocks 4, 5, or 6, the loan originator must provide
the borrower with a separate written list of settlement service providers at the time of the GFE. Is
inclusion on the written list of identified providers considered a referral under Section 3500.14?
A: Yes, the inclusion of a specifically identified settlement service provider on the
―
written list‖ is considered to be a referral under 24 CFR § 3500.14(f).
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5)
Q: If a mortgage broker provides the GFE and the ―
written list‖ of settlement service
providers and the borrower chooses to use a provider identified on the ―
written list‖ for a service,
is the lender subject to tolerances for those services?
A: Yes, if the lender permits a mortgage broker to issue the GFE and the ―
written list‖ of
providers, the lender is subject to the tolerances for the services in which the borrower chooses to
use the identified provider.
6)
Q: In lieu of providing the ―
written list‖ of providers, may the loan originator disclose to
the borrower that if they specifically wish to shop for their own provider, but have difficulty
finding a provider for a service at the disclosed price that they may contact the loan originator to
ask the loan originator to identify a provider?
A: No. Where a loan originator permits a borrower to shop for third party settlement
services, the loan originator must provide the borrower with a written list of settlement service
providers at the time of the GFE, on a separate sheet of paper.
7)
Q: Must the loan originator provide names only of those settlement service providers
known to do business in the locality of the mortgage property or may the loan originator provide a
list of national settlement service providers who may or may not do business in the locality of the
mortgaged property?
A: The requirements for the new GFE form provide that ―
[w]here the loan originator
permits a borrower to shop for third party settlement services, the loan originator must provide the
borrower with a written list of settlement services providers.‖ The list should contain settlement
service providers that are likely available to provide the settlement service for the borrower.
8)
Q: If a loan originator permits a borrower to shop for ―
Title services and lender‘s title
insurance‖, should the ―
written list‖ consider ―
Title services and lender‘s title insurance‖ one
service or would all of the sub-services (such as conducting the settlement) be listed as separate
services?
A: ―
Title services and lender‘s title insurance‖ is a category that comprises services
within the defined term ―
title service‖, including conducting the settlement. Sub-services included
within ―
Title service and lender‘s title insurance‖ may not be listed as separate services on the
―
written list‖.
9)
Q: May a loan originator include an affiliated business on the “written list” of
settlement service providers that must be provided with the GFE?
A: Yes. A loan originator may identify an affiliated business on the “written list”.
The “affiliated business arrangement disclosure” must be provided at the time the GFE is
provided to the borrower or at the time of referral, whichever is earlier.
10)
Q: Does the requirement for a “written list” apply to Block 4, “Title services and
lender’s title insurance” on the GFE?
A: Yes. The loan originator must provide a “written list” of settlement service
providers, including providers of “Title services and lender’s title insurance” if the loan
originator permits the borrower to shop for that settlement service.
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GFE – “Changed circumstances”
1)
Q: Once a GFE is issued are there any circumstances under which the loan terms or
charges can change?
A: Yes. The loan terms or charges can change in the event that there are changed
circumstances. ―
Changed circumstances‖ is now defined in § 3500.2 as: (1) Acts of God, war,
disaster, or other emergency; (2) Information particular to the borrower or transaction that was
relied on in providing the GFE and that changes or is found to be inaccurate after the GFE has
been provided, which information may include information about the credit quality of the
borrower, the amount of the loan, the estimated value of the property, or any other information
that was used in providing the GFE; (3) New information particular to the borrower or transaction
that was not relied on in providing the GFE; or (4) Other circumstances that are particular to the
borrower or transaction, including boundary disputes, the need for flood insurance, or
environmental problems.
None of the information collected by the loan originator prior to issuing the GFE may later
become the basis for a ―
changed circumstance‖ upon which a loan originator may offer a revised
GFE, unless the loan originator can demonstrate that there was a change in the particular
information or that it was inaccurate, or that the loan originator did not rely on that particular
information in issuing the GFE. In addition, the loan originator is presumed to have relied on the
borrower‘s name, the borrower‘s monthly income, the property address, an estimate of the value
of the property, the mortgage loan amount sought, and any information contained in any credit
report obtained by the loan originator before providing the GFE. The loan originator cannot base
a revision of the GFE on this information, unless it changed or is later found to be inaccurate.
2)
Q: Would the discovery of additional documents (such as releases) that must be recorded
causing an increase in government recording fees be considered a ―
changed circumstance‖
allowing the loan originator to provide a revised GFE?
A: The discovery of previously undisclosed circumstances affecting settlement costs such
as unreleased liens could be considered a ―
changed circumstance.‖ A loan originator may choose
to issue a revised GFE reflecting only the increased charges resulting from the ―
changed
circumstance‖ or may choose not to reissue a GFE if the increase is minimal. If the loan
originator chooses to issue a revised GFE, only the increase in recording fees may change on the
GFE: all other charges must remain the same.
changed circumstance,‖ when does the loan originator issue a new GFE?
Q: If there is a ―
A: When there is a ―
changed circumstance‖ and the loan originator intends to issue a
revised GFE, the loan originator must do so within three business days of receiving the
information sufficient to establish changed circumstances.
3)

4)
Q: If a loan originator issues a revised GFE based on changed circumstances, how long
must the loan originator retain documentation for providing a revised GFE?
A: The documentation that establishes changed circumstances must be retained for no
less than three years after settlement of the loan.
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5)
Q: If circumstances change, may a loan originator issue a revised GFE with changes to all
of the charges and terms related to the loan?
A: No, the loan originator may only change those charges and terms that are affected by
the specific changed circumstance.
6)
Q: If a revised GFE is provided due to changed circumstances or a borrower requested
change, then how would line 1 of the Important Dates section be completed if the borrower has
already locked the rate shown on the revised GFE?
A: The revised GFE must only reflect the affected loan terms and settlement charges from
the changed circumstance. If the rate lock period has not been affected, the same information
from the preceding GFE should be entered in Line 1 in the ―
Important dates‖ section on the GFE.
7)
Q: If a revised GFE is provided due to changed circumstances affecting the loan or a
borrower requested change, how would line 1 of the Important Dates section be completed if the
borrower has not locked the rate shown on the revised GFE?
A: For changed circumstances affecting the loan or borrower-requested changes, if the
borrower has not locked in the interest rate, Line 1 in the ―
Important dates‖ section on the GFE
may be updated to accurately reflect the correct dates and time periods.
8)
Q: Are the following sufficient to establish ―
changed circumstances‖ consistent with 24
CFR § 3500.7(f)?
i) A mortgage broker issues a GFE that a lender does not accept and the lender does not
receive the application within three days of the date the broker received the application.
A: This does not constitute a changed circumstance.
ii) If a GFE is issued without a property address, the later identification of a property
address.
A: If a loan originator issues a GFE without identifying a property address, the
subsequent identification of the property address is not considered a changed circumstance.
iii) The borrower does not proceed to closing quickly upon final approval or does not act
diligently in providing information to the lender.
A: The particular facts of each situation must be examined to determine if the facts
constitute a changed circumstance.
iv) GSE, FHA or Mortgage Insurance program changes.
A: This could constitute a changed circumstance if the loan originator did not have notice
of the GSE, FHA or other mortgage insurance program change prior to the issuance of the
GFE.
v) The property address provided by the applicant, turns out to not be the correct, legal
address.
A: This could constitute a changed circumstance.
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vi) After the GFE is issued, parties are added to or removed from title or the property is
moved into or out of trust.
A: These situations could be considered changed circumstances.
vii) During or as part of the transaction, it is determined that the property use may change,
such as from owner-occupied to rental property.
A: This could constitute a changed circumstance. It should be noted that business
purpose loans are not covered by RESPA. See 24 CFR §3500.5.
viii) After the GFE is issued, it is determined that a party will be using a POA to sign,
which may require additional work and additional fees.
A: This could be considered a changed circumstance.
ix) Credit policy is required to change after the GFE is issued due to regulatory changes
such as fees charged by government agencies for recording fees or taxes change after the GFE
is issued.
A: This could constitute a changed circumstance if the loan originator did not have notice
of the regulatory change prior to the issuance of the GFE.
x) The loan does not close by the close date in the original Purchase Agreement or
Construction Agreement provided to the lender.
A: The particular facts of each situation must be examined to determine if the facts
constitute a changed circumstance.
xi) The vendor originally selected to perform a settlement service goes out of business or
stops offering the service.
A: The particular facts of each situation must be examined to determine if the facts
constitute a changed circumstance.
xii) AVMs are commonly used for the property type and loan amount requested, but the
AVM request comes back with a ―
no hit,‖ necessitating the use of a more expensive valuation
method.
A: This could constitute a changed circumstance.
xiii) After the GFE is issued, it is determined that an additional service such as an
additional pest, structural or other inspection, upgraded appraisal, certification, survey or other
requirement is required by the loan originator in connection with the transaction.
A: This could constitute a changed circumstance.
xiv) The borrower‘s credit score changes.
A: This could constitute a changed circumstance.
xv) A mortgage broker issues a GFE based on one lender‘s loan products and origination
fees, but places the loan with a different lender.
A: No, this would not constitute a changed circumstance.
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9)
Q: If a GFE is revised to reflect a changed circumstance, may other charges on the GFE
be made to reflect market fluctuations?
A: No. A GFE may not be revised to reflect market fluctuations.
10)
Q: If there is a changed circumstance and the mortgage broker issued the GFE, may the
lender issue the revised GFE reflecting the changed circumstances?
A: Yes. If there is a changed circumstance that allows for a revised GFE, either the
mortgage broker or the lender may issue the revised GFE, but must also comply with the
requirements for documenting and retaining documentation of the reason for the revised GFE.
11)
Q: Information constituting a changed circumstance or borrower-requested changes
might become available to the broker and lender at different times. When is the time for providing
a revised GFE triggered?
A: If a revised GFE is to be provided, the loan originator must do so within 3 business
days of receiving information sufficient to establish the changed circumstance. The 3 business
days is triggered from the time of receipt by whichever loan originator, either the mortgage broker
or the lender, receives the information first. Timely communication between the mortgage broker
and the lender is essential to assure compliance.
12)
Q: If there is a changed circumstance, do the mortgage broker and the lender both need to
retain documentation of the reasons for any revised GFE?
A: Yes. If there is a changed circumstance resulting in a revised GFE, loan originators
(mortgage brokers and lenders) both must retain documentation of the reasons for providing the
revised GFE for no less than 3 years after settlement.
13)
Q: If the borrower selects a service provider that was not selected or identified by the
loan originator, is this considered a changed circumstance?
A: No, if the borrower selects a service provider that was not selected or identified by the
loan originator it is not considered a changed circumstance.
14)
Q: If the borrower initially selects a service provider not on the loan originator‘s written
list, but then chooses to use a service provider identified by the loan originator, is this a changed
circumstance?
A: No. If the borrower initially selects a service provider not on the loan originator‘s
written list, but then chooses a service provider identified by the loan originator, this is not
considered a changed circumstance.
GFE – New construction
1)
Q: If a transaction involves new construction in which the loan may not close for months,
how does this affect the issuance of a GFE?
A: In transactions involving new home purchases, where settlement is anticipated to
occur more than 60 calendar days from the time a GFE is provided, the loan originator may
provide the GFE to the borrower with a clear and conspicuous disclosure stating that at any time
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up until 60 calendar days prior to closing, the loan originator may issue a revised GFE. If no such
separate disclosure is provided, the loan originator may not issue a revised GFE in the absence of
changed circumstances or another event as provided in 24 CFR § 3500.7(f).
2)
Q: For a loan originator to issue the separate disclosure to the GFE allowing a loan
originator to revise the GFE at any time up to 60 days before settlement, must the new home be
constructed specifically for the borrower or will any newly constructed home previously not
occupied be eligible?
A: A new home purchase is the purchase of a home either to be constructed or under
construction. In a transaction involving a new home purchase, if it is anticipated that settlement
will not occur for more than 60 days after the GFE is provided, then a loan originator may provide
a separate disclosure to the GFE that clearly states that the loan originator may revise the GFE at
any time up to 60 days before settlement.
As an example of a means to determine if the home is under construction: if a use and
occupancy permit has been issued for the home prior to the issuance of the GFE, then the home is
not considered to be under construction and the transaction would not be a new home purchase
for the purposes of 24 CFR § 3500.7(f)(6).
GFE – Page 1
GFE – Name of originator
1)
Q: Should the name of the individual loan originator or the name of the loan origination
entity go in the ―
Name of Originator‖ box at the top of page 1 of the GFE?
A: The name of the loan originator entity (such as ABC Loan Originator) must go in the
box at the top of page 1 of the GFE. In addition to the name of the entity, the name of the
individual loan originator may also be added.
2)
Q: If an application is submitted through a mortgage broker but the lender is issuing the
GFE, may either the mortgage broker or the lender be listed in the ―
Name of Originator‖ box at
the top of page 1 on the GFE?
A: The loan originator that issues the GFE is the loan originator listed in the ―
Name of
Originator‖ box at the top of page 1 of the GFE.
GFE – Important dates
1)
Q: In the ―
Important dates‖ section of the GFE, where it states ―
The interest rate for this
GFE is available through _______‖, does the loan originator have to leave the interest rate open
for a specific amount of time, like 10 days?
A: There are no restrictions on the amount of time the interest rate must remain available.
The interest rate can be available for any period of time that the loan originator chooses, including
for example, a period of time within one day or for several days.
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2)
Q: In the ―
Important dates‖ section of the GFE, line 2, for how long must the estimate for
all other settlement charges be available?
A: The estimate for ―
all other settlement charges‖ in the ―
Important dates‖ section of the
GFE must be available for at least ten business days.
Q: What charges can change before the interest rate is locked?
A: With the exception of interest rate-dependent charges and terms, the charges and
terms for all settlement services on the GFE must be available for 10 business days from when the
GFE is provided, or for such longer period of time as the loan originator provides in item 2 of the
―
Important dates‖ section of the GFE. The interest rate-dependent charges and terms cannot
change before the expiration of the period indicated by the loan originator in item 1 of the
―
Important dates‖ section of the GFE. Between the period of time indicated in item 1 and item 2
of the ―
Important dates‖ section, only interest rate-dependent charges may change until the
interest rate is locked. After the expiration of the period indicated in item 2 of the ―
Important
dates‖ section, the loan originator is permitted to change all of the charges and terms on the GFE
(assuming that the interest rate is no longer available, as indicated in item 1 of the ―
Important
dates‖ section). Interest rate-dependent charges and terms include: (1) ―
Your charge or credit
Your adjusted
(points) for the specific interest rate chosen,‖ in Block 2 on page 2 of the GFE; (2) ―
origination charges‖ on Line A on page 2 of the GFE; (3) ―
Daily interest charges‖ in Block 10 of
the GFE; and (4) interest rate-related loan terms, such as monthly amount owed.
3)

4)
Q: If the interest rate is locked at the time the GFE is issued, how should the loan
originator complete Lines 1, 3, and 4 in the ―
Important dates‖ section on the GFE?
A: Pursuant to the GFE Instructions in Appendix C, if the interest rate is locked before
the GFE is issued, the information in Lines 1, 3 and 4 in the ―
Important dates‖ section on the GFE
must be completed with the information that corresponds to the locked rate.
5)
Q: If a lender does not offer a rate lock, how should Line 1 in the ―
Important dates‖
section on the GFE be completed?
A: In Line 1, the loan originator must state the date, and if applicable, time until which
the interest rate for the GFE will be available. If the rate is not available for any period of time,
then Line 1 should state ―
Not Available‖ or ―
NA.‖
6)
Q: If a lender does not offer a rate lock, how should Lines 3 and 4 in the ―
Important
dates‖ section on the GFE be completed?
A: If the lender does not offer a rate lock, then Lines 3 and 4 of the ―
Important dates‖
section should state ―
Not Available‖ or ―
NA.‖
7)
Q: If a revised GFE is provided due to changed circumstances or a borrower requested
change, is it necessary to complete Line 3 of the ―
Important Dates‖ section of the GFE if the
borrower has already locked the rate shown on the revised GFE?
Important dates‖ section with
A: Yes, the loan originator must complete Line 3 in the ―
the information that was on the preceding GFE, unless the rate lock period was the basis for the
issuance of a revised GFE.
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8)
Q: The estimate of ―
all other settlement charges‖ in the ―
Important dates‖ section on the
GFE must be available for at least 10 business days. When a GFE is mailed, are the 10 business
days measured from when it is mailed?
all other settlement charges‖ in the ―
Important dates‖ section on
A: Yes. The estimate of ―
the GFE must be available for at least 10 business days from when the GFE is provided, which, in
this instance, is the date the GFE is placed in the mail to the borrower. The originator should put
the date the GFE is provided into the box for ―
Date of GFE‖.
9)
Q: If state law does not permit a mortgage broker to provide an interest rate, how should
the mortgage broker complete the ―
Important dates‖ section on the GFE?
A: RESPA and HUD‘s regulations do not exempt any person from complying with
consistent laws of any state. HUD's regulations provide a process for addressing questions of
consistency between state laws and RESPA. See 24 CFR § 3500.13.
10)
Q: If a loan originator offers a ―
float-down‖ lock option, how would the loan originator
complete the ―
Important dates‖ section on the GFE?
float-down‖ option should not affect any of the lines in the ―
Important dates‖
A: A ―
section on the GFE.
11)
Q: The loan originator must state how many calendar days within which the applicant
must go to settlement once the interest rate is locked. The number of days cannot be determined
until the lock period is determined. May the loan originator enter a range of days for allowable
lock periods? Must the loan originator account for the rescission period if the loan is rescindable?
A: No, the loan originator may not enter a range of rate lock options on the GFE. Line 3
requires the disclosure of the number of days in which the borrower must go to settlement. Line 3
in the ―
Important dates‖ section on the GFE must be completed with one rate lock period and may
need to take into account factors affecting the settlement date.
12)
Q: If a revised GFE is provided due to changed circumstances or a borrower requested
change, is it necessary to complete Line 2 of the ―
Important Dates‖ section on the revised GFE if
the shopping period has ended and the borrower has already expressed intent to continue with the
application?
A: Yes, the loan originator must complete Line 2 in the ―
Important dates‖ section. The
date entered must be at least 10 business days from the date the revised GFE is provided to the
borrower.
13)
Q: If a lender accepts a GFE issued by a mortgage broker, may the lender revise the
information contained in the ―
Important dates‖ section on the GFE?
A: No, after the lender has accepted the GFE issued by a mortgage broker, the lender may
not revise the information contained in the ―
Important dates‖ section on the GFE, unless the
revised GFE is issued in compliance with 24 CFR § 3500.7(f).
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GFE – Summary of your loan
1)
Q: In a refinance, does the prepayment penalty in the ―
Summary of your loan‖ section of
the GFE refer to the loan being paid off or the new loan being applied for?
A: The prepayment penalty refers to the new loan the borrower is applying for.
2)
Q: How should the loan originator complete the ―
Your initial monthly amount owed for
principal, interest, and any mortgage insurance is‖ in the ―
Summary of your loan‖ section of the
GFE for a loan that begins as an interest-only and then becomes fully amortized?
A: Regardless of the type of loan, the loan originator must fill in the initial monthly
amount owed for principal, interest, and any mortgage insurance. The amount shown must be the
greater of: (1) The required monthly payment for principal and interest for the first regularly
scheduled payment, plus any monthly mortgage insurance payment; or (2) the accrued interest for
the first regularly scheduled payment, plus any monthly mortgage insurance payment.
3)
Q: May discretionary charges such as credit insurance be included in the ―
Your initial
monthly amount for principal, interest, and any mortgage insurance is _____________‖?
A: No. ―
Your initial monthly amount for principal, interest and any mortgage insurance
is __________‖ may not contain discretionary amounts such as credit insurance. It should only
contain the combined charges of principal, interest, and mortgage insurance.
Q: What is meant by ―
initial loan amount.‖?
A: The initial loan amount is the amount of the principal loan balance on the date of
closing.
4)

Q: Why did HUD use the term ―
initial loan amount‖?
A: HUD used the term ―
initial loan amount‖ because some loans allow for negative
amortization that will increase the loan balance over time. Negative amortization occurs when the
interest accrued during a payment period is greater than the scheduled payment and the excess
amount is added to the outstanding loan balance.
5)

6)

Q: What is meant by ―
initial interest rate‖?
A: The initial interest rate is the interest rate that is applicable on the date of closing.

7)
Q: If a loan contains a conditional preferred rate feature (such as a lower interest rate to
an employee as long as the employee still works for the same employer), what is the ―
initial
interest rate‖? What is the first change date on loans containing conditional preferred rate
features?
A: The initial interest rate is the interest rate that is applicable on the date of closing. If
the first interest rate change date is not known due to a conditional preferred rate feature, the first
change date box should state ―
unknown.‖
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8)
Q: Are programs such as payment assistance programs, which can increase the borrower's
loan balance, to be taken into consideration in answering the question, ―
Even if you make
payments on time, can your loan balance rise‖?
A: No, this question on the HUD-1 is intended to educate borrowers about certain
potentially high risk loans, such as negative amortization loans. A borrower making monthly
payments on these loans needs to be aware, e.g., that to the extent that the monthly payments do
not cover the full amount of the interest owed during that month, the unpaid interest will be added
to the loan balance. The instructions for completing this item on the GFE provide that repayment
of assistance from federal, state, local, or tribal housing programs should be excluded from
consideration in completing this item on the GFE.
9)
Q: When an FHA loan is paid off, a borrower may have to pay interest on the loan from
the day of payoff until the end of that month. Does this mean that a loan originator should check
―
Yes‖ to the question ―
Does your loan have a prepayment penalty?‖
A: No. This is not considered a prepayment penalty. By letter dated September 29, 2009,
the Federal Reserve Board of Governors stated to HUD that lenders which use the monthly
interest accrual method required by FHA ―
. . . would not be required to treat the interest charged
from the date of prepayment until the next installment due date as a prepayment penalty for any
purpose under Regulation Z.‖
GFE – Escrow account information
1)
Q: How does the loan originator complete the ―
Escrow account information‖ section on
the GFE?
A: On the GFE, in the ―
Escrow account information‖ section, the first box is for the
monthly payment that the borrower will owe for principal, interest, and mortgage insurance (i.e.,
the same amount shown above on the GFE as ―
Your initial monthly amount owed for principal,
interest, and any mortgage insurance is‖). If the lender does not require an escrow account, the
loan originator should check the box for ―
No, you do not have an escrow account. You must pay
these charges directly when due.‖ If the lender does require an escrow account, the loan
originator should check the box for ―
Yes, you have an escrow account. It may or may not cover
all of these charges. Ask us.‖
2)
Q: On the GFE, in the ―
Escrow account information‖ section, does the first block for the
monthly amount owed include the amount of the estimated escrow payment?
A: No, the first block is for the monthly amount that will be owed for principal, interest,
and mortgage insurance only. Additional information on charges relating to the escrow account is
in Block 9 on page 2 of the GFE.
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GFE – Page 2
1)
Q: If a governmental loan program requires a borrower to select an ―
approved‖ service
provider, such as a HUD approved housing counselor, should the service be disclosed in Block 3
or Block 6 on the GFE?
A: Even if a governmental loan program requires a borrower to select from only
―
approved‖ service providers (such as HUD approved housing counselors) the service must be
disclosed in Block 6 on the GFE. If the loan originator selects a particular settlement service
provider, the service must be disclosed in Block 3.
(Please note that the answer above also applies to reverse mortgage programs, see Reverse
Mortgages #8.)
GFE – Block 1
1)
Q: If there is a lender and a mortgage broker in the same transaction, where does the loan
originator put the lender and mortgage broker charges?
A: The total of all charges for all loan originators (lenders and mortgage brokers) must be
contained in Block 1, ―
Our origination charge‖ on page 2 of the GFE, except for any charge for
the specific interest rate chosen.
Q: Where does the loan originator put the lender‘s processing fee on the GFE?
A: All loan originator charges—including processing, application, administration fees,
underwriting, document preparation, wire, lender inspection, mortgage broker, loan handling, and
other miscellaneous fees—are contained in Block 1, ―
Our origination charge‖.
2)

Our origination charge‖, increase after
3)
Q: Can the charge shown on the GFE, Block 1, ―
the GFE has been issued?
A: No. Block 1, ―
Our origination charge‖ cannot increase unless there is a ―
changed
circumstance‖ as defined in 24 CFR § 3500.2.
4)
Q: Where should fees such as loan originator‘s Processing Fee, Underwriting Fee, and
Wire Transfer Fee be disclosed on the GFE?
A: All origination charges for lenders and mortgage brokers, including fees for
administrative and processing services, are included in the charge in Block 1 of the GFE, ―
Our
origination charge‖ and should not be itemized separately.
5)
Q: If a loan originator contracts loan document preparation to a third party, is this a
separate charge on the GFE and the HUD-1?
A: No, loan document preparation is a processing and administrative service in the
origination of a loan and is included in Block 1 of the GFE, ―
Our origination charge‖ (and in Line
801 of the HUD-1), and may not be separately itemized. See 24 CFR § 3500.8(b)(1).
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6)
Q: Are attorney‘s fees charged to prepare loan documents for the lender considered part
of the charge for origination services disclosed on Block 1 of the GFE?
A: Yes, attorney‘s fees charged to prepare loan documents for the lender are considered
part of the charge for origination services disclosed on Block 1 of the GFE and should not be
separately itemized.
Q: Where would a loan originator‘s commitment fee be disclosed on the GFE?
A: Any fee charged by a loan originator for the commitment period, including a fee to
extend the commitment period, is included in Block 1 of the GFE, ―
Our origination charge‖. ―
Our
origination charge‖ includes processing, application, administration fees, underwriting, document
preparation, wire, lender inspection, mortgage broker, loan handling and other loan originator
miscellaneous fees.
7)

GFE – Block 2
no cost‖ loan on the GFE?
Q: How does a loan originator show a ―
A: Where a ―
no cost‖ loan encompasses the loan origination charge and some or all third
party fees, a credit should be listed in Block 2 of the GFE to offset all fees encompassed in the
―
no cost‖ loan resulting in a negative number in Block A to cover the intended third party fees,
listed in Blocks 3 thru 11 as appropriate.
1)

2)
Q: I am a mortgage broker. If a lender is paying a yield spread premium through the loan,
how do I show the charge for discount points on the GFE?
A: There may not be a credit for a yield spread premium and a charge for discount points
in the same transaction. Only one box in GFE Block 2, ―
Your credit or charge for the specific
interest rate chosen,‖ may be checked.
3)
Q: How is a fee paid by the borrower to temporarily buy down the interest rate disclosed
on the GFE? For example: how is a 3-2-1 buy down, in which the interest rate is below the note
rate by 3 points for the first year, 2 points for the second year and 1 point for the third year,
disclosed on the GFE?
A: A temporary buy-down of the interest rate is a charge to the borrower for the interest
rate chosen on the loan and as shown in Block 2 of the GFE. A lender could check either the first
or the third box in Block 2 of the GFE. A mortgage broker must check the third box in Block 2 of
the GFE. If entered in the third box, the charge for the buy-down is entered in the blank space for
the charge, and, whether entered in either the first or third box, the initial interest rate should be
entered in the blank space for the interest rate.
4)
Q: The regulation states that while the borrower’s interest rate is locked, the credit
or charge for the interest rate chosen and the adjusted origination charge may not increase
from the amount shown on the GFE. On a “no-cost” loan that covers third-party costs
where the rate has been locked, the GFE should show a credit for the interest rate chosen, in
an amount sufficient to cover the estimated loan originator and third party fees. If the
actual third party fees at closing are lower than stated on the GFE, may the loan originator
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reduce the amount of the credit to match what is needed to pay the actual third party and
loan originator fees?
A: No, the amount of the credit may not be reduced. The loan originator may
choose to: 1) have the amount of the credit remain the same as stated on the GFE to cover
additional closing costs previously not anticipated to be included in the “no-cost” loan; 2)
apply a principal reduction to the principal balance; 3) reduce the interest rate and the
credit accordingly; or 4) have the credit remain the same, resulting in cash to the borrower.
5)
Q: A loan level price adjustment is a risk-based adjustment that is derived from
specific attributes of the particular loan (LTV, FICO score, occupancy, etc.). How should a
loan level price adjustment charged by the lender be disclosed on the GFE?
A: For transactions involving a mortgage broker, the credit or charge for the
specific interest rate chosen is the net payment from the lender for the loan. If the net
payment from the lender is positive, there is a credit to the borrower and it is entered as a
negative amount in Block 2 of the GFE. If the net payment from the lender is negative,
there is a charge to the borrower and it is entered as a positive amount in Block 2 of the
GFE. The loan level price adjustment is included in the computation in Block 2, “Your
credit or charge for the specific interest rate chosen.”
6)
Q: If the lender funds a transaction involving a mortgage broker and there is a
credit to be given in Block 2 of the GFE, how does a loan originator calculate the amount of
the credit?
A: For transactions involving a mortgage broker, the credit for Block 2 of the GFE
is calculated as the net payment from the lender above the principal amount of the loan. The
net payment from the lender includes any payments made from the lender to the broker.
The resulting computation is stated as a dollar amount. The calculation of Block 2 is the
same, whether or not the transaction is table funded.
GFE – Block 3
Q: Where should a VA funding fee be disclosed on the GFE?
A: Fees specific to government loan programs, such as a VA Funding Fee, should be
disclosed in Block 3, ―
Required services that we select.‖
1)

Q: What services belong in Block 3, ―
Required services that we select‖?
A: Block 3 of the GFE contains the charges for all third-party settlement services (except
title services) for which the loan originator requires and selects the provider of the service.
Examples of these charges for services generally include but are not limited to, appraisal, credit
report, tax service, flood certification and up-front mortgage insurance premiums.
2)

3)
Q: If a governmental loan program chooses a service provider such as the appraiser
on a VA loan, should the settlement service be disclosed in Block 3 or Block 6 on the GFE?
A: If a governmental loan program chooses a settlement service provider, such as
the appraiser on a VA loan, the settlement service should be disclosed in Block 3 on the
GFE.
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GFE – Block 4
1)
Q: Where should the quote for the Lender‘s title insurance policy premium be disclosed
on the GFE?
A: The Lender‘s title insurance premium is part of Block 4, ―
Title services and lender‘s
title insurance‖ on the GFE, along with any fees for title searches, examinations, endorsements
and all charges associated with the title services and settlement (closing) agent services.
2)
Q: Are delivery fees included in ―
Title services‖ and therefore included in Block 4 of the
GFE?
A: Yes, delivery fees are included in the definition of ―
title services‖ and are included in
the charge shown in Block 4 of the GFE.
Title services‖ and therefore included in GFE Block 4?
Q: Are notary fees included in ―
title services‖ and are included in
A: Yes, notary fees are included in the definition of ―
the charge shown in Block 4 of the GFE.

3)

Q: Does ―
title services‖ include the settlement fee?
A: Yes, ―
Title services‖ is defined to include the service of conducting a settlement. See
24 CFR § 3500.2.
4)

Q: How is the charge for conducting the settlement disclosed on the GFE?
A: The charge to the borrower for conducting the settlement must be included in the total
of the charges in Block 4 for ―
Title services and lender‘s title insurance‖.
5)

Q: Where do I put the charge for the title commitment on the GFE?
A: The term ―
title services‖ is defined to include any service involved in the preparation
and issuance of the title insurance policies. See 24 CFR § 3500.2. On the GFE, the charge for
title services is part of the total charge in Block 4 of the GFE.
6)

7)
Q: If it is common practice in the locality to charge both the seller and the borrower a
separate charge for the service for conducting the settlement, how should the charges for that
service be disclosed on the GFE?
A: The charge to the borrower for conducting the settlement must be included in the total
for Block 4 of the GFE. Charges that the seller pays as a matter of common practice and
experience are not disclosed on the GFE.
GFE – Block 5
Q: Do loan originators have to provide a price for Owner‘s title insurance on the GFE?
A: Loan originators must provide an estimate of the charge for an Owner‘s title insurance
policy in Block 5, ―
Owner‘s title insurance‖ on the GFE on all purchase transactions. For nonpurchase transactions, the loan originator may enter ―
NA‖ or ―
Not Applicable‖ in this Block.
1)
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2)
Q: If a seller typically pays for the Block 5, ―
Owner‘s title insurance‖, does the charge
still have to be shown on the GFE?
A: Yes, an estimate of the cost must be shown in Block 5, ―
Owner‘s title insurance‖ for
all purchase transactions regardless of who is selecting or paying for it.
3)
Q: If a borrower was quoted a basic owner‘s title insurance policy, but requests an
enhanced owner‘s title insurance policy or an endorsement to the owner‘s title insurance policy,
should the loan originator issue a revised GFE?
A: If the borrower requests an enhanced owner‘s title insurance policy or an endorsement
to an owner‘s title insurance policy after the loan originator issues the GFE, the loan originator
may choose to treat such a request by the borrower as a changed circumstance. The loan
originator may then choose to provide a revised GFE to the borrower to disclose the increased
charges. If the increased charges do not exceed tolerances, the loan originator may opt not to issue
a revised GFE.
4)
Q: Should the loan originator quote the charge for a basic owner‘s title insurance policy
or an enhanced owner‘s title insurance policy on the GFE?
A: The GFE is a disclosure of charges the borrower is likely to incur in connection with
the settlement. The loan originator should quote the rate for a basic owner‘s title insurance
policy. If the borrower chooses an enhanced owner‘s title insurance policy before the loan
originator issues the GFE, the loan originator should quote the rate for an enhanced owner‘s title
insurance policy.
GFE – Block 11
Homeowner‘s
1)
Q: What types of insurance are included on the GFE, Block 11, ―
insurance‖?
A: Block 11 of the GFE contains estimates for premiums for all types of insurance (other
than title insurance) that must be purchased to meet the loan originator‘s requirements to protect
the property from loss, such as hazard insurance (homeowner‘s insurance), flood insurance, and
earthquake insurance.
Q: Where should the charge for flood insurance go on the new GFE?
A: Flood insurance is a type of insurance that would protect the property from loss. The
charge for flood insurance should be itemized in Block 11 on the GFE and included in the Block
11 total.
2)

GFE – Page 3
GFE – Tradeoff table
Q: Are loan originators required to complete the Tradeoff table?
A: The loan originator must complete the left-hand column (―
The loan in this GFE‖) of
the Tradeoff table with the information pertaining to the loan as shown on page 1 of the GFE.
The loan originator, at its option, may also complete the remaining sections in the Tradeoff table
1)
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with the same information showing an alternate loan with a higher interest rate and one with a
lower interest rate, if the loan originator has those loans available and would issue a GFE based
on the same information provided by the applicant. The alternative loans must use the same loan
amount and be identical to the loan in the GFE except for the interest rate and closing costs.
2)
Q: If a loan originator offers an adjustable interest rate (ARM) loan in which interest rate
related charges may also be used to affect the margin of the loan; will the loan originator be
prohibited from using the tradeoff table because of the different margin?
A: The loan originator is required to complete only the left hand column on the tradeoff
table, with information respective to the loan terms and settlement charges contained on the GFE.
If the loan originator chooses to complete the remaining columns in the tradeoff table, the
alternative loans must use the same loan amount and must be otherwise identical to the loan
offered, including the margin.
Reverse Mortgages
Q: Reverse mortgages do not have a ―
loan amount.‖ Rather there is an initial principal
1)
limit. In the loan summary section on the GFE and on page 3 of the HUD-1, what is considered
the initial loan amount on a reverse mortgage?
A: The initial loan amount on a reverse mortgage is the initial principal limit.
2)
Q: Reverse mortgages do not have a ―
loan amount‖; rather there is an initial principal
limit. What is considered the loan amount for purposes of Line 202 on page 1 of the HUD-1?
A: The initial principal limit is considered to be the loan amount for purposes of
completing Line 202 on page 1 of the HUD-1 and should be listed outside of the borrower‘s
column. If there is an initial draw, the description of the initial draw may be listed on a blank line
in Lines 204- 209 with the amount in the borrower‘s column.
The example below illustrates how this answer would appear:

3)
Q: In a reverse mortgage, the loan becomes due upon the occurrence of a specified event,
such as the death of the borrower or the borrower no longer occupying the property for a certain
period of time. What should be entered on the GFE and HUD-1/1A forms for the loan term?
A: If the loan term is conditioned upon a specific event in the future and the timing of that
event is not known at the time the GFE is issued and the HUD-1 is prepared, (e.g. a reverse
mortgage), the loan originator may enter ―
Not Applicable‖ or ―
N/A‖ for the loan term.
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4)
Q: Typically, there are no payments due on a reverse mortgage until the termination
event occurs and the entire amount becomes due. What should reverse mortgage lenders fill in for
―
Your initial monthly amount owed for principal, interest, and any mortgage insurance is
_________‖?
A: If no loan payment for principal, interest or mortgage insurance is due for a reverse
mortgage until a termination event occurs, the loan originator may enter either ―
Not Applicable‖
or ―
N/A‖ for the initial monthly payment in the appropriate spaces on the GFE and the HUD-1.
5)
Q: In a reverse mortgage, how should the loan originator complete the answer to the
question, ―
Even if you make payments on time, can your loan balance rise?‖
A: In a typical reverse mortgage the loan balance will rise through accrued interest and
future disbursements, if any, to the borrower. In these types of loans the box checked must
indicate that the loan balance could rise. However, the maximum to which the loan balance can
rise is not typically known with a reverse mortgage, and this maximum may be reported as
―
Unknown‖.
The example below illustrates how this answer would appear:

6)
Q: In a reverse mortgage, how should the loan originator complete the answer to the
question on the GFE, ―
Even if you make payments on time, can your monthly amount owed for
principal, interest, and any mortgage insurance rise?‖
A: If no loan payment is due for principal, interest and mortgage insurance until a
termination event occurs on a reverse mortgage, the loan originator may check the box ―
No‖ as
the answer to the question, ―
Even if you make payments on time, can your monthly amount owed
for principal, interest, and any mortgage insurance rise?‖ on the GFE.
7)
Q: In a reverse mortgage, the loan is typically repaid after a termination event occurs and
is repaid in one payment. Does the repayment of a reverse mortgage constitute a balloon payment
for purposes of answering the question, ―
Does your loan have a balloon payment?‖ in the
―
Summary of your loan terms‖ on the GFE?
A: No, the repayment of a reverse mortgage, if the payment is due solely because a
termination event occurred, is not considered a balloon payment for purposes of the GFE and
HUD-1 disclosure.
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8)
Q: If a governmental loan program requires a borrower to select an ―
approved‖ service
provider, such as a HUD approved housing counselor, should the service be disclosed in Block 3
or Block 6 on the GFE?
A: Even if a governmental loan program requires a borrower to select from only
―
approved‖ service providers (such as HUD approved housing counselors) the service must be
disclosed in Block 6 on the GFE. If the loan originator selects a particular settlement service
provider, the service must be disclosed in Block 3.
(Please note that the answer above also applies to other loan programs, see GFE – Page 2, #1.)
9)
Q: If the lender will establish an arrangement whereby the lender/servicer will pay items
such as property taxes or homeowner‘s insurance from a portion of the principal limit on a reverse
mortgage, should the loan originator check the ―
Yes, you have an escrow account. It may or may
not cover all of these charges. Ask us.‖ in the escrow account information section on page 1 of the
GFE?
A: Yes. If the lender will establish an arrangement whereby the lender/servicer will pay
items such as property taxes or homeowner‘s insurance from a portion of the principal limit on a
reverse mortgage, the loan originator should check ―
Yes, you have an escrow account. It may or
may not cover all of these charges. Ask us.‖ in the escrow account information section on page 1
of the GFE.
The example below illustrates how this answer would appear:

10)
Q: For a reverse mortgage, should the loan originator complete the GFE with the initial
interest rate to be contained in the Note or the expected rate in the ―
Important dates‖ section on
page 1 of the GFE, ―
The interest rate for this GFE is available through
__________. After this time, the interest rate, some of your loan Origination Charges and the
monthly payment shown below can change until you lock your interest rate.‖?
A: The loan originator should disclose the initial interest rate to be contained in the Note
in the ―
Important dates‖ section on page 1 of the GFE, ―
The interest rate for this GFE is available
through __________. After this time, the interest rate, some of your loan Origination Charges and
the monthly payment shown below can change until you lock your interest rate.‖
11)
Q: For a reverse mortgage in which there is no monthly payment anticipated, how should
the statement, ―
Your initial monthly amount owed for principal, interest and any mortgage
insurance is,‖ on the ―
Loan terms‖ section on page 3 of the HUD-1?
A: If no loan payment is due for principal, interest and mortgage insurance until a
termination event occurs on a reverse mortgage, the initial monthly amount owed in the ―
Loan
terms‖ section on page 3 of the HUD-1 should be completed with ―
Not Applicable‖ or ―
N/A‖ for
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the statement ―
Your initial monthly amount owed for principal, interest and any mortgage
insurance is,‖ and the boxes for principal, interest and mortgage insurance should not be checked.
The example below illustrates how this answer would appear:

12)
Q: How should the ―
Total monthly amount owed including escrow payments‖ section on
page 3 of the HUD-1 be completed for a reverse mortgage in which the lender or servicer will pay
items such as property taxes or homeowner‘s insurance from a portion of the principal limit?
A: In a reverse mortgage where the lender has established an arrangement that will pay
for items such as property taxes or homeowner‘s insurance through draws from the principal
limit, the second box in the ―
Total monthly amount owed including escrow payments‖ section on
page 3 of the HUD-1 must be checked. The blank following the first $ sign must be completed
with ―0‖ and an asterisk, and all items the draw will be used for, such as property taxes, must also
be checked. An asterisk must also be placed under the statement, ―
Total monthly amount owed
including escrow account payments,‖ with a description such as, ―
Paid by or through draws from
the principal limit.‖
The example below illustrates how this answer would appear:

Average Charge
Q: What services can be estimated and charged using an average charge?
A: Third party charges for services that are not based on the property value or loan
amount may be estimated, charged, and reported using an average charge. These third party
charges are permitted for services that include but are not limited to: appraisals, credit reports,
flood certificates, tax service, and recording documents (such as charges by a locality on a per
page basis).
1)

Average charges may not be used for items such as transfer taxes, interest charges, escrow
reserves and insurances (including title insurance).
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2)
Q: How long does the settlement service provider have to keep documentation on how it
calculated an average charge?
A: A settlement service provider must keep documentation used to calculate an average
charge for at least three years after any settlement for which that average charge was used.
Q: What if the use of an average charge is not permitted under state law?
A: The use of an average charge is optional. HUD‘s average charge provision does not
preempt state law. If a state in which a settlement service provider does business prohibits
average charges, the settlement service provider may not use an average charge in that state.
3)

Q: How is an average charge calculated?
A: The settlement service provider using an average charge must define a specific class of
transactions for a specific time period (not less than 30 calendar days, nor more than 6 months),
for a specific geographical area, and for a specific loan type. The average charge is based on a
calculation of the average amount paid for the settlement service for the particular class of
transaction. HUD does not prescribe a particular method for calculating the average charge, but it
must be determined in such a way that the total amounts paid by borrowers and sellers through
use of an average charge will not exceed the total amounts paid to the applicable settlement
service providers in the particular class of transactions.

4)

5)
Q: If in using the average charge method of calculating and disclosing settlement charges,
a settlement service provider charges borrowers and sellers (in the aggregate) too much for the
settlement service, does the excess amount need to be refunded or is it permissible for the
provider to keep the excess amount?
A: The excess amount does not have to be refunded, but it is not permissible to retain the
excess amount. The excess may be applied to the next average charge period, for example. When
such a procedure is followed, the average charge applied for the subsequent class of transactions
must be adjusted, so that the sum of the previous excess amount and the total amount paid by the
borrowers and sellers in the subsequent class does not exceed the total amount paid to the
applicable settlement service providers.
6)
Q: If the charge for a settlement service is calculated using average charge, may the
charge be waived or discounted?
A: Yes. The regulations prohibit charging more than the calculated average charge, but
discounting or waiving a charge to a borrower is permitted.
7)
Q: If a settlement service charge for a particular class is calculated using an average
charge, may the average charge amount vary?
A: The average charge amount across a defined class of transactions may not increase
from the calculated average charge for the predetermined time period. Discounts to the borrower
are permitted.
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8)
Q: Are bona fide and reasonable charges under Regulation Z necessarily an ‗average
charge‘ that complies with RESPA‘s specific restrictions on average charges? Are ‗average
charges‘ under RESPA necessarily bona fide and reasonable under Regulation Z?
A: The use of average charges under RESPA is governed by 24 CFR 3500.8(b)(2). HUD
cannot interpret regulations promulgated by another federal agency such as Regulation Z (12 CFR
part 226). Please refer to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System for
interpretations of Regulation Z.
Section 4 and 5 – Right to cure and tolerance violations
1)
Q: If there is an inadvertent or technical error on the HUD-1, is this considered a
violation of Section 4 of RESPA?
A: As long as a revised HUD-1 is provided to all parties within 30 calendar days after
settlement, it would not be considered a violation of RESPA Section 4.
2)

Q: Who is responsible for any tolerance violation?
A: The lender is responsible for curing tolerance violations.

Q: Does the settlement agent have to stop the closing if a tolerance would be violated?
A: No, the settlement agent does not need to stop the closing. While HUD recommends
that the lender cure the tolerance violation at closing, the lender has 30 calendar days to cure.
3)

4)
Q: If a charge on the HUD-1 is less than the charge on the GFE, is this a tolerance
violation?
A: No. It is permissible for charges to the borrower to decrease. This is not considered a
violation.
5)
Q: What happens if the charges are not properly calculated on the GFE and later result in
a tolerance violation? Will the settlement agent be responsible for paying the difference to the
consumer?
A: The lender is responsible for curing all tolerance violations; not the settlement agent.
The lender must cure the violation at closing or within 30 days after settlement.
6)
Q: If a loan originator pressures a settlement agent to reduce their charges or to ‗cover
the difference‘ to bring the costs into compliance with the tolerances, is that considered a
violation of RESPA Section 8(a)?
A: If a loan originator (or other settlement service provider) pressures a settlement agent
(or other settlement service provider) to reduce their charges or otherwise ‗cover the difference‘ to
bring the costs into compliance with the tolerances as a condition of receiving future referrals of
business, it may be considered a potential violation of RESPA Section 8(a). Please contact the
Office of RESPA and ILS to file a complaint.
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7)
Q: If the lender does not cure a tolerance violation at closing but does cure the violation
within the 30-day right-to-cure period, who sends the borrower the reimbursement? Who
prepares the revised HUD-1?
A: The lender is responsible for making the reimbursement, but either the lender or a
third party authorized by the lender (including the settlement agent) may send the reimbursement
to the borrower. RESPA and § 3500.8 of HUD's regulations require the settlement agent (person
conducting the settlement) to complete the HUD-1 Settlement Statement. Therefore, a HUD-1
that is revised to adjust charges, such as to cure a tolerance violation, is also completed by the
settlement agent.
8)
Q: If the lender refunds money to a borrower to correct a tolerance violation and does not
inform the settlement agent, has the settlement agent violated Section 4 of RESPA by not
providing a revised HUD-1?
A: If the lender does not inform the settlement agent of the changes, the settlement agent
is not in violation of Section 4 of RESPA for not providing an accurate HUD-1. The lender is
responsible for informing the settlement agent of any changes that would necessitate a revised
HUD-1 because the lender is responsible for transmitting to the settlement agent all information
necessary to provide an accurate HUD-1. After the lender informs the settlement agent of
changes, the settlement agent must correct the HUD-1 and provide copies of the corrected HUD-1
to the borrower, seller, and lender, as applicable.
9)
Q: How is a potential tolerance violation that is corrected by the lender shown on the
HUD-1?
A: The settlement agent must prepare a revised HUD-1 that states the actual charges paid
by the borrower and seller. If the lender pays for a portion of a charge to cure a potential tolerance
violation, the amounts for the charge shown on pages 2 and 3 of the HUD-1 must be corrected to
show the actual amount charged to the borrower. The settlement agent should include on a blank
line in the applicable series a notation that the lender has made a P.O.C. payment of a specified
amount to correct a potential tolerance violation. After the revised HUD-1 has been prepared by
the settlement agent, the settlement agent must provide the revised HUD-1 to the borrower, the
lender, and the seller as appropriate.
listed:

The example below illustrates how a cure for $200.00 of transfer tax charges should be
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10)
Q: Is the tolerance threshold for HUD-1 Lines 801, 802 and 803 separate or is the
tolerance threshold the aggregate of the three lines?
A: HUD-1 Lines 801, 802 and 803 each have a separate tolerance threshold.
11)
Q: If a settlement agent revises a HUD-1 to cure a technical error or to reflect a tolerance
cure, may the settlement agent mark the HUD-1 as ―
Amended‖ to distinguish from the original
HUD-1?
A: Yes. If a settlement agent revises a HUD-1 to cure a technical error or to reflect a
tolerance cure, the settlement agent may mark the HUD-1 as ―
Amended‖ to distinguish it from
the original HUD-1.
Q: May a credit for a tolerance cure be listed on page 1 of the HUD-1?
A: The cure for a potential tolerance violation may be listed as a credit to the borrower on
page 1 of the HUD-1 with a description of the service(s) the credit is applied to. If the tolerance
cure is applied to the overall tolerance category ―
Charges That in Total Cannot Increase More
Than 10%‖, the tolerance cure credit may be listed as a ―
lump sum‖ amount on a blank line in
Lines 204 thru 209 with a description of the tolerance category cure. The comparison chart on
page 3 of the HUD-1 should reflect the credit given for that service to cure the potential tolerance
violation in the appropriate tolerance category.
12)

This example illustrates a $180 tolerance cure for the 10% tolerance category:

Q: If a seller or person other than the borrower pays for a settlement service
13)
(through a credit on page 1 of the HUD-1) and the lender corrects a potential tolerance
violation for that service, may the seller or other person receive the tolerance correction or
must it always go to the borrower?
A: The borrower must receive the tolerance correction in accordance with 24 C.F.R.
§3500.7(i).
HUD-1
HUD-1 – General
1)
Q: How are courier and overnight delivery fees shown on the HUD-1 Settlement
Statement?
A: Courier and overnight delivery fees are considered to be fees for administrative or
processing services. They are part of a primary service, such as the origination service or title
service, and may not be separately itemized.
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2)
Q: Does voluntarily using the HUD-1 in a transaction that otherwise is not subject to
RESPA result in RESPA applying to the transaction?
A: No, using the HUD-1 form does not subject a transaction to coverage under RESPA.
3)
Q: Does ―
conducting a settlement‖ (from the definition of ―
title service‖) have the same
meaning as ―
conducting the closing‖?
A: Yes. The terms ―
conducting a settlement‖ and ―
conducting the closing‖ have the same
meaning under HUD's RESPA regulations and are subject to identical requirements under the
regulations.
4)
Q: May separate HUD-1s be given to the seller and the borrower with only their own
information on each HUD-1?
A: Yes. It is permissible to have two separate HUD-1s in a transaction; one with the
buyer‘s credits and charges only, and one with the seller‘s credits and charges only. The
settlement agent must provide the lender with a copy of both HUD-1s when the borrower's and
the seller's copies differ.
5)
Q: If an addendum is used, can the following text be added to the HUD-1: ―
See attached
addendum for additional information.‖?
A: It is acceptable to insert such a reference where appropriate on the HUD-1 for the
purpose of making it clear to the parties what the complete HUD-1 comprises.
Q: How should payments by the seller or real estate agent that are for settlement services
6)
included on the GFE be shown on the HUD-1?
A: If a seller or real estate agent pays for a charge that was included on the GFE, the
charges should be listed in the borrower's column, with an offsetting credit reported in Lines 204209 of the HUD-1, identifying the party paying the charge. For a seller-paid charge, the charge
should also be listed in Lines 506-509. For a charge paid by the real estate agent, the name of the
person paying the charge must also be listed.
7)
Q: The instructions in Appendix A to Part 3500 for completing the HUD-1 indicate how
fees that are paid outside of closing should be designated on the HUD-1. Can the convention
―
P.O.C. (B*)‖ be used instead, with the following footnote at the bottom of the page: ―
*Paid
outside of closing by borrower‖?
A: Yes, the HUD-1 Instructions require that P.O.C. items be listed on the HUD-1 by the
settlement agent with an indication whether P.O.C. items are paid by the borrower, seller, or other
party by marking the items paid for by whoever made the payment identified in parentheses, such
as P.O.C. (borrower) or P.O.C. (seller). P.O.C. (B*) may also represent P.O.C. (borrower) and
P.O.C. (S*) may also represent P.O.C. (seller) as long as a footnote is added to the HUD-1 clearly
noting the party paying for the item such as *Paid outside of closing by borrower or *Paid outside
of closing by seller.
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8)
Q: Where should fees for processing and administrative services be listed on the HUD-1
Settlement Statement?
A: Processing and administrative services are services to perform origination and title
services functions. For the loan origination function, charges for such services are included in the
total on Line 801. For the title services function, charges for such services must be included in
the title underwriter's or title agent's charge and are shown in the total on Line 1101. Examples of
processing and administrative services include, but are not limited to, the following: document
delivery, document preparation, copying, wiring, preparing endorsements, document handling,
and notarization.
Q: Where should the survey fee be disclosed on the HUD-1?
A: The location of the survey fee on the HUD-1 is determined as follows:
(a) if the loan originator required a survey as a condition of the loan and selected the
settlement service provider, the charge for the survey must be listed on a blank line in the 800
series in the borrower‘s column;
(b) if the loan originator required a survey as a condition of the loan and the borrower
selected the settlement service provider, the charge for the survey must be listed as part of the
total in Line 1301 of the HUD-1 and itemized as applicable;
(c) if a survey was required to issue a lender‘s or owner‘s title insurance policy, the charge
for the survey is part of the charge in Line 1101 and must be further itemized if performed by a
third party;
(d) if the borrower elected to obtain a survey that was neither required by the loan
originator nor required to issue a lender‘s or owner‘s title insurance policy, then the charge is
listed in the borrower‘s column on a blank line in the 1300 series.

9)

10)
Q: May an addendum be added to the HUD-1 to list additional fees and other
information?
A: Yes, an additional page may be attached to the HUD-1 to add sequentially numbered
lines as needed to accommodate the complete listing of all items required to be shown on the
HUD-1, and for the purpose of including customary recitals and information used locally in real
estate settlements (for example, breakdown of payoff figures, a breakdown of borrower‘s total
monthly mortgage payments, check disbursements, a statement indicating receipt of funds,
applicable special stipulations between buyer and seller, and the date funds are transferred).
11)
Q: The General Instructions indicate that if a charge has been shown on the GFE as
payable by the borrower but at closing it is paid by another person, including by the loan
originator in a loan other than a no-cost loan, the fee should be shown in the borrower‘s column
on the HUD-1 and be offset by listing a credit to the borrower on lines 204-209 of the HUD-1. If
a HUD-1A form is being used, lines 204-209 do not exist. How should the credit be shown on a
HUD-1A form?
A: Use of the HUD-1A form is an optional form to be used by the settlement agent in a
transaction in which there is not a seller and as otherwise appropriate. If the use of a HUD-1A
form is not appropriate, such as if there is a credit given by a loan originator or other party, the
settlement agent must use the HUD-1 form.
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12)
Q: In a transaction that is closed in the mortgage broker‘s name but is table funded by the
lender, must the name and address of the funding lender be shown in Section F (consistent with
definition of ―
lender‖ under 24 CFR § 3500.2(b)) or may the mortgage broker‘s name and address
be shown?
A: The HUD-1 Instructions for Section F state that the name and address of the lender
must be stated in this section. Therefore the name of the lender and not the mortgage broker must
be stated in Section F on the HUD-1.
13)
Q: What does the HUD-1 Instructions in Appendix A refer to when it states ―the
se
instructions‖?
A: They refer to the instructions for completing the HUD-1 found in Appendix A
pursuant to the Regulations at 24 CFR § 3500.8.
14)
Q: What do the initials ―
RHS‖ stand for on page 1 of the HUD-1, B. Type of Loan,
number 2?
‖ on page 1 of the HUD-1, B. Type of Loan, number 2 stands for
A: The initials ―RHS
Rural Housing Service.
HUD-1 – Page 1
HUD-1 – Seller-paid items
1)
Q: What if at closing the seller is paying for a settlement service that was listed on the
GFE, such as the Owner‘s title insurance policy? How is this shown on the HUD-1?
A: If the seller is paying for a service that was on the GFE, such as Owner‘s title
insurance, the charge remains in the borrower‘s column on the HUD-1. A credit from the seller to
the borrower to offset the charge should be listed on the first page of the HUD-1 in Lines 204-209
and Lines 506-509 respectively.
2)
Q: If the seller has agreed to pay charges that were disclosed on the borrower‘s GFE, how
are these charges listed on the HUD-1?
A: The charge for any service which is disclosed on the borrower‘s GFE is listed in the
borrower‘s column on the HUD-1. The amount charged to the borrower is offset by a credit in
that amount in Lines 204-209 and by a charge to the seller in that amount in Lines 506-509 on
page 1 of the HUD-1.
HUD-1 – 100 series
1)
Q: What are examples of charges that would be listed in Line 104 and Line 105 on the
HUD-1?
A: Lines 104 and 105 on the HUD-1 are for additional items owed by the borrower that
are not on the GFE and items paid by the seller prior to settlement and being reimbursed to the
seller from the borrower at settlement.
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HUD-1 – 200 series
1)
Q: When the borrower is using a second loan to help finance the purchase of a home, may
both loans go on one HUD-1?
A: No, each loan must have a separate GFE and a separate HUD-1. The principal amount
of the second loan must be listed outside the borrower‘s column with a brief explanation on Line
204-209 of the HUD-1 for the primary loan. If the net proceeds of the second loan are less than
the principal amount, the net proceeds may be listed on the same line in the borrower‘s column.
The example below illustrates how the fields in this question may be completed.
204. Second loan (principal balance $30,000)

$29, 400.00

Q: What types of loans can be shown in Line 202 of the HUD-1?
A: Line 202 of the HUD-1 is used to state the amount of the loan in the mortgage
transaction. The loan could be a purchase money loan, refinance, home equity loan, construction
loan, or a manufactured home purchase loan.
2)

3)
Q: Where should the transferred escrow balance in a refinance transaction be listed on the
HUD-1?
A: The transferred escrow balance should be listed as a credit in lines 204-209 of the
HUD-1.
4)
Q: May a real estate agent rebate a portion of the agent‘s commission to the borrower? If
so, how should the rebate be listed on the HUD-1?
A: Yes, real estate agents may rebate a portion of the agent‘s commission to the
borrower in a real estate transaction. The rebate must be listed as a credit on page 1 of the HUD-1
in Lines 204-209 and the name of the party giving the credit must be identified. Real estate agent
or broker commission rebates to borrowers do not violate Section 8 of RESPA as long as no part
of the commission rebate is tied to a referral of business.
HUD-1 – Page 2
Q: On which lines of page 2 of the HUD-1 is a person not required to be identified?
A: The general rule is that the names of all persons that received payment for each
separately identified settlement service must be identified on page 2 of the HUD-1. There is not a
requirement to identify persons on the following lines: 801, 802, 803, 901, the 1000 series, 1101,
1105, 1106, 1201, 1202, 1203, 1204, 1205 and 1301.
1)

HUD-1 – 700 series
Q: Where do I put the percentage of commission to the real estate agents on the HUD-1?
A: The percentage used to compute the sales commission has been removed from the
HUD-1 to better reflect current practices in the real estate industry. The total amount of the
1)
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commission to each real estate broker or agent must be shown on Lines 701 and 702. The amount
of the commissions disbursed at settlement must be shown inside the columns on Line 703.
2)
Q: If a real estate agent is retaining some of the borrower‘s earnest money deposit as part
of the agent's commission, is that amount listed in the 700-series on the HUD-1?
A: Yes, if a real estate agent is holding the borrower‘s earnest money deposit, the amount
of the earnest money deposit applied towards the commission and the party holding the earnest
money must be identified on Line 704 of the HUD-1 as Paid Outside of Closing or P.O.C. Only
the amount of the commission disbursed at settlement is entered in the columns on Line 703.
HUD-1 – 800 series
Q: What charges are included in ―
Our origination charge‖ on Line 801 of the HUD-1?
A: Line 801 includes all charges received by a loan originator, except for any additional
charge (―
points‖) for the interest rate chosen on the loan. The amount on Line 801 also includes
all amounts received for any service, including administrative and processing services, performed
by or on behalf of the lender or any mortgage broker. (The amount on Line 801 is not listed in
the columns.)
1)

2)
Q: If an attorney prepares loan documents for a lender, where does that charge go on the
HUD-1?
A: Loan document preparation done on behalf of the loan originator is a processing and
administrative service in the origination of a loan and is included in the charge on Line 801 of the
HUD-1, and may not be separately itemized. See 24 CFR § 3500.8(b)(1).
no cost‖ loan on the HUD-1?
Q: How does a settlement agent show a ―
A: In the case of ―
no cost‖ loans where ―
no cost‖ refers only to the loan originator‘s fees,
a credit equal to the amount shown in Line 801 on the HUD-1 must be given in Line 802 of the
HUD-1 so that the adjusted origination charge in Line 803 of the HUD-1 equals zero. In the case
of ―
no cost‖ loans where ―
no cost‖ encompasses some or all third party fees and the origination
charge, a credit should be listed in Line 802 of the HUD-1 to offset all fees encompassed in the
―
no cost‖ loan, resulting in a negative number for the adjusted origination charge on Line 803 of
the HUD-1. The third party services covered by this offset must be itemized and listed in the
borrower‘s column.
3)

4)
Q: If a borrower pays some of the origination charge prior to closing, how should it be
disclosed on the HUD-1?
A: The full charge for origination, except for any charge for the specific interest rate
chosen (points), must be shown on Line 801 of the HUD-1 to the left of the borrower‘s column.
If the borrower pays some of the origination charge before settlement, an offsetting credit in that
amount is shown on the first page of the HUD-1 in Lines 204 – 209. Lines 801, 802, and 803 of
the HUD-1 may not contain any ―
Paid Outside of Closing‖ (P.O.C.) items.
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5)
Q: How is a payment from the lender to the mortgage broker that will be ―
paid outside of
closing‖ (P.O.C.) shown on the GFE and HUD-1?
A: All payments from a lender to a mortgage broker must be shown as a credit to the
borrower in Block 2 of the GFE and on Line 802 of the HUD-1. These payments may not be
shown as P.O.C.
Q: What fees are to be recorded in the 800 series of the HUD-1, beginning on Line 804?
A: When the loan originator selects the settlement service provider, fees for third party
settlement services that are required by the loan originator are recorded in the 800 series
beginning on Line 804. These third party services and fees most often include appraisals, credit
reports, flood searches, tax service, and governmental loan program charges, such as VA, FHA,
Rural Housing Service, or state bond loan programs. Processing or administrative services are
part of ―
Our origination charge‖ and may not be separately itemized. The HUD-1 Instructions for
the 800 series explain which fees go on which lines.
6)

7)
Q: If state law requires further itemization of loan originator fees such as a commitment
or underwriting fee, how should these fees be listed on the HUD-1?
A: If state law requires further itemization of loan originator fees than required under
RESPA, those fees may be treated as other required disclosures and itemized on Line 808 and
additional lines in the 800 series on the HUD-1 with the charge listed outside the borrower‘s
column.
8)
Q: If the loan originator performs loan origination services typically performed by a
third-party for the appraisal, credit report and/or flood certificate, are the charges for these
services listed in Lines 804 thru 807 or are the charges included in the loan originator‘s charge in
Line 801 on the HUD-1?
A: Charges for the appraisal, credit report and/or flood certificate performed by the loan
originator in a transaction must be included in the loan originator‘s charge listed in Line 801 on
the HUD-1.
9)
Q: Is the charge for the Mortgage Electronic Registration System (MERS) registration fee
a charge that may be separately itemized in the 800 series on the HUD-1?
A: No, the charge for the MERS registration is considered to be part of the charge for
origination service and may not be separately itemized on the HUD-1.
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10)
Q: The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) requires that reportable points be clearly
designated on the HUD-1 Settlement Statement for purposes of preparing IRS Form 1098. As
Line 801 on the HUD-1 discloses the total of all loan originator fees as well as the origination
point(s), how can the origination point(s) be designated?
A: A loan originator may designate any origination point paid on page 2 of the HUD-1 in
Line 801. The designation should follow ―
Our Origination Charge‖ either by adding the language
―
Includes Origination Point" (_% or $__) or by placing an asterisk (*) and adding the language at
the bottom of the page.

OR

HUD-1 – 900 series
1)
Q: Where is the charge for flood insurance shown on the HUD-1? What if the borrower
pays it prior to settlement?
A: Flood insurance should be disclosed on Line 904 of the HUD-1 with the charge in the
borrower‘s column. If the borrower pays the insurance prior to closing, the item should be shown
on Line 904 of the HUD-1 noted as ―
Paid Outside of Closing‖ or P.O.C. with the charge to the
left of the column.
2)
Q: On some loans a borrower will make a full regular payment within less than a month
and receive an interest credit at closing. May the interest credit, instead of the collection of
interim interest, be listed in Line 901 on the HUD-1?
A: Yes, an interest credit may be listed (as a negative number) in Line 901 on the HUD-1.
HUD-1 – 1000 series
Q: Does Line 1001 reflect the total of all other lines in the 1000 series?
A: Yes, Line 1001 is the total of all escrow items contained in the 1000 series of the
HUD-1.
1)

Q: May additional lines be added to the 1000 series on the HUD-1?
A: Yes, additional lines may be added to the 1000 series if needed. If lines are added,
Line 1007, Aggregate Adjustment, must be moved down (and renumbered accordingly) so that it
remains the last line item in the series.
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3)
Q: If a geographical area has more than one type of property tax, such as County and City
property taxes, should each property tax be separately listed on the HUD-1 or may they be
grouped together in Line 1004 on the HUD-1?
A: The total amount of all property taxes held in an escrow or reserve account may be
listed in Line 1004 on the HUD-1. Further itemization of the property taxes held in reserve is not
required.
HUD-1 – 1100 series
1)

Q: What are title services?
A: The term ―
title services‖ includes:
1. Any service involved in the provision of title insurance, including but not limited to:
title examination and evaluation
preparation and issuance of commitment
clearance of underwriting objections
preparation and issuance of policies
all processing and administrative services required to perform these functions (e.g.
document delivery, preparation and copying, wiring, endorsements, and notary); and
2. The service of conducting a settlement.

2)
Q: Where should the settlement agent list the commitment fee, wire fee and other
miscellaneous title fees on the HUD-1?
A: The commitment fee, wire fee, and other miscellaneous fees are included as
processing and administrative fees that are part of the definition of ―
title services.‖ All of these
types of fees must be included in the charges shown on Line 1101 of the HUD-1, and are not to be
itemized separately.
3)
Q: Are document preparation fees included in ―
title services‖ or would they appear as
separate line item charge in the borrower‘s column?
A: Document preparation fees are part of administrative or processing fees which are
included in the charge in Line 1101 of the HUD-1 and may not be separately itemized.
4)
Q: Are delivery fees included in ―
Title services‖ and therefore included in Line 1101 of
the HUD-1?
A: Yes, delivery fees are included in the definition of ―
title services‖ and are included in
the charge shown in Line 1101 of the HUD-1.
5)
Q: Are notary fees included in ―
Title services‖ and therefore included in Line 1101 of the
HUD-1?
A: Yes, notary fees are included in the definition of ―
title services‖ and are included in
the charge shown in Line 1101 of the HUD-1.
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Q: What is the Lender‘s title policy limit on Line 1105 of the HUD-1?
A: The Lender‘s title policy limit, Line 1105 of the HUD-1, is the maximum dollar
amount of coverage available under the policy.
6)

7)
Q: Where should the quote for the Lender‘s title insurance policy premium be disclosed
on the HUD-1?
A: The Lender‘s title insurance premium is part of the charge shown on Line 1101, ―
Title
services and lender‘s title insurance‖ on the HUD-1, along with any fees for title searches,
examinations, endorsements and all charges associated with the title services and settlement
(closing) agent services.
8)
Q: Do the disclosures of the title agent‘s and the title underwriter‘s portions of the title
insurance premium on Lines 1107 and 1108 of the HUD-1 Settlement Statement also contain the
charges for the title policy endorsements?
A: Yes, disclosure of the agent‘s and the underwriter‘s portions of the title insurance
premium on Lines 1107 and 1108 of the HUD-1 Settlement Statement also contains any charges
for title policy endorsements that are retained by the title agent or title underwriter.
9)
Q: If a title insurance underwriter is also the title agent, what should be shown on Lines
1107 and 1108 of the HUD-1?
A: If there is no premium split between the title underwriter and a separate title agent, all
of the title insurance premium (including charges for endorsements) would be shown on Line
1108, and $0 would be shown on Line 1107.
Q: Where should the Lender‘s title insurance premium be disclosed on the HUD-1?
A: The amount of the premium for Lender‘s title insurance and related endorsements
must be included in the total for title services and lender‘s title insurance on Line 1101 of the
HUD-1. The charge for the Lender‘s title insurance policy and its related endorsements must also
be itemized on Line 1104 with the charge to the left of the columns.
10)

11)
Q: If a borrower selects an attorney to represent the borrower‘s personal interests at
settlement, where is this attorney‘s fee disclosed on the HUD-1?
A: If a borrower selects an attorney to represent the borrower‘s personal interests at
settlement, and the service provided by that attorney is separate from the functions necessary to
conduct the closing, provide title services or issue the lender‘s title insurance policy, this
attorney‘s charge may be separately listed on a blank line in the 1100 series in the borrower‘s
column along with the name of the attorney and the type of service provided. Accordingly, the
amount of this attorney‘s fee should not be included in the charge listed on Line 1101.
12)
Q: How is the premium recorded on the HUD-1 if the borrower purchases an enhanced
owner‘s title insurance policy, rather than a basic policy?
A: Regardless of whether the borrower chooses to purchase a basic or an enhanced
owner‘s title insurance policy, the premium must be listed in the borrower‘s column on Line
1103.
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13)
Q: If the title agent conducts the settlement, should the charge for conducting the
settlement be included in Line 1101 of the HUD-1, with the itemized charge listed outside the
column on Line 1102?
A: Yes, the charge for conducting the settlement must be included in the total on Line
1101. If the charge is paid to a third party, the charge must be itemized outside of the columns on
Line 1102.
Q: Where do I put the charge for the title commitment on the HUD-1?
A: The term ―
title services‖ is defined to include any service involved in the preparation
and issuance of the title commitment. See 24 CFR § 3500.2. On the HUD-1, the charge to the
borrower for title services, including the charge for services related to the title commitment, must
be included in the total in the borrower's column on Line 1101. If a third party prepares and
issues the title commitment, the disbursement for this service also must be itemized outside the
columns on a blank line in the 1100-series.

14)

Q: What items are included in the amount disclosed on Line 1101 of the HUD-1?
A: Line 1101 is the total of the charges for ―
Title services and lender‘s title insurance,‖
which includes: all charges for conducting a settlement (Line 1102); any premiums paid for
lender‘s title insurance and its related endorsements (Line 1104); all charges for title searches and
examinations; and charges for all other services itemized in the 1100 series if those services are
included in the definition of ―
title service.‖ The total on Line 1101 should not include the amount
of any premium for owner‘s title insurance and its related endorsements, which must be listed in
the columns on Line 1103.
15)

Q: How is the charge for conducting the settlement disclosed on the HUD-1?
A: The charge to the borrower for conducting the settlement must be included in the total
stated in the borrower's column on Line 1101 of the HUD-1. In addition, the total in the
borrower's column on Line 1101 must include any amount for conducting the settlement that was
paid by another person on behalf of the borrower. In such a case, an offsetting credit must be
shown on page 1 of the HUD-1. If the seller paid the amount, a credit to the borrower in that
amount must be listed in Lines 204-209, and a charge to the seller must be listed in Lines 506509. If another person pays the amount an offsetting credit is reported in Lines 204-209,
identifying the person paying the charge.

16)

Any separate charge to a seller for conducting the settlement is listed in the seller's column
in Line 1102. The borrower‘s charge for conducting the settlement should be itemized outside
the borrower‘s column in Line 1102.
17)
Q: If state law requires further itemization of title service or title insurance related fees
such as a commitment fee or fees for endorsements to a title insurance policy, how should these
fees be listed on the HUD-1?
A: If state law requires further itemization of title service or title insurance related fees
than required under RESPA, those fees may be itemized on blank lines in the 1100 series on the
HUD-1 with the charge listed outside the borrower‘s column. Endorsements to a title insurance
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policy may also be listed in Lines 1103 and 1104 as applicable, with the charge listed outside the
borrower‘s column.
18)
Q: Under the Truth In Lending Act, a settlement or closing fee is generally included in
the finance charge, but if a settlement agent charges for a service that the lender does not require
and as to which the lender retains no portion of the fee, the fee is not a finance charge. Should
fees charged by a settlement agent for services that are not required by the lender or requested by
the borrower be listed on Line 1101 and/or Line 1102 on the HUD-1, or separately itemized on a
blank line?
A: ―
Title service‖ is defined to include ―
the service of conducting a settlement.‖ If a
settlement agent requires an additional service involved in the provision of title insurance, the
charge for that service would be included with the total charge on Line 1101 on the HUD-1. If a
fee for the additional service is not a processing or administrative service paid to a third party, it
must be itemized outside the columns on a blank line in the 1100-series.
HUD cannot interpret regulations promulgated by another federal agency, such as
Regulation Z (12 CFR part 226). Please refer to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System for interpretations of Regulation Z.
19)
Q: Is the amount listed in Line 1108 on the HUD-1 the amount the title underwriter
receives as determined by state law?
A: The amount listed in Line 1108 on the HUD-1 discloses the title underwriter‘s portion
of the total title insurance premium, Owner‘s and Lender‘s title insurance premium and their
related endorsements. The manner in which this amount is determined has no bearing on the
requirement of disclosure.
20)
Q: Is the amount listed in Line 1107 on the HUD-1 the amount the title agent receives as
determined by state law?
A: The amount listed in Line 1107 on the HUD-1 discloses the title agent‘s portion of the
total title insurance premium, Owner‘s and Lender‘s title insurance premium and their related
endorsements. The manner in which this amount is determined has no bearing on the requirement
of disclosure.
21)
Q: If the borrower is purchasing a Lender‘s and an Owner‘s title insurance policy in the
same transaction and is receiving a simultaneous issue discount on the policies, is the discounted
amount for the Lender‘s title insurance policy or the undiscounted rate for the Lender‘s title
insurance policy listed in Line 1104 on the HUD-1?
A: The amount of the charge for the Lender‘s title insurance policy will vary according to
state law and what is customary in a particular area. As the HUD-1 is used as a statement of
actual charges, in Line 1104, the settlement agent must record the actual charge the borrower will
pay for the lender‘s title insurance premium and related endorsements.
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22)
Q: If a title agent is sharing a portion of the title insurance premium with an attorney, is
the name of the attorney listed in Line 1107 on the HUD-1?
A: On Line 1107 the settlement agent must ―r
ecord the amount of the total title insurance
premium, including endorsements, that is retained by the title agent.‖ If a portion of the title
insurance premium will not be retained by the title agent, but will instead be paid to an attorney,
then a blank line in the 1100-series should be used to itemize, outside the columns, the amount
paid to the attorney, and to identify the attorney's name and type of service provided.
23)
Q: If the settlement agent hires or pays a third party to facilitate electronic filing, where
would that charge be shown on the HUD-1?
A: If the settlement agent uses a third party to facilitate electronic filing and the third
party is not a governmental entity, the service to facilitate electronic filing is considered an
administrative or processing fee included in the charge for ―
title services‖ in Line 1101 on the
HUD-1.
HUD-1 – 1200 series
1)
Q: If there are additional government recording fees, such as to record a power of
attorney or road maintenance agreement, are they included in Line 1201 of the HUD-1 or can they
be charged separately?
A: Line 1201 is used to record the total government recording charges. Additional items
the lender requires to be recorded, other than those already enumerated in Line 1202, must be
itemized on Line 1206. The charges for these additional items must be stated outside the column.
Q: What items are included in the amount listed on Line 1201 of the HUD-1?
A: Line 1201 is the total of the government recording charges. Examples of such charges
include but are not limited to state and local fees for recording the deed, mortgage, deed of trust,
releases, and any other instrument or document recorded to preserve marketable title or to perfect
the lender‘s security interest in the property.
2)

Q: What items are included in the amount listed on Line 1203 of the HUD-1?
A: Line 1203, "Transfer taxes," is the total of state and local government fees imposed for
mortgages and home sales.
3)

4)
Q: How can the transfer tax be properly disclosed on the HUD-1 in markets where
settlement agents are allowed to purchase transfer tax stamps from the city/county/state in bulk
for use in their various transactions and the settlement agent does not cut a check to the
city/county/state out of each escrow or disbursement file?
A: Amounts for transfer taxes that are attributable to the transaction are listed in Lines
1203, 1204 and 1205 on the HUD-1. The name of the party that receives the payment for transfer
taxes is not required to be identified in Lines 1203, 1204 and 1205 on the HUD-1.
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5)
Q: If it is typical that a seller, in a particular geographical area, pays a charge to record
the deed, on what line should the charge be listed on the HUD-1?
A: In a particular geographical area, if it is typical that the seller pays a charge to record
the deed, the charge to the seller must be listed in the seller‘s column on Line 1202 of the HUD-1.
The charge to record the deed is also itemized to the left of the columns on Line 1202.
The example below illustrates how the lines in this question should be completed.

6)
Q: If it is required by state or local law for a seller to pay a portion of the total charge for
transfer taxes, on what line should the seller‘s charge be listed on the HUD-1?
A: If it is required by state law for a seller to pay a portion of the total charge for transfer
taxes and therefore not on the GFE, the seller‘s charge should be listed as a charge in the seller's
column in Lines 1204 and 1205 on the HUD-1, and the total charges for transfer taxes should be
itemized to the left of those columns, as indicated in the following example:

HUD-1 – 1300 series
Q: What charges are shown in the 1300 series of the HUD-1 Settlement Statement?
A: The 1300 series of the HUD-1 Settlement Statement is used to record the charges for
settlement services that are disclosed in Block 6 of the GFE as well as charges that are not
disclosed on the GFE. Examples of some of these services may include charges for home
inspections, radon inspections, and homeowner‘s warranty.
1)

Q: What charges are shown on Line 1301 of the HUD-1?
A: Line 1301 is the total of all charges for third party settlement services that the loan
originator required but for which the borrower was permitted to select the service provider. The
charge on Line 1301 is shown in the borrower‘s column. All charges included in the total amount
on Line 1301 must be separately itemized outside of the columns in Lines 1302 and subsequent
lines, identifying the type of service, the name of the provider, and the amount of the charge.
2)
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3)
Q: If the loan originator does not allow the borrower to shop for any required services,
can the settlement agent begin the itemized list of additional miscellaneous settlement charges in
the 1300 series on Line 1302?
A: Yes, if Line 1302 and additional sequentially numbered lines will not be needed to
record required services that the borrower can shop for; the settlement agent may list the itemized
miscellaneous settlement services on Line 1302.
4)
Q: If a loan originator permits a borrower to shop for services typically listed in Block 3
on the GFE, such as tax service or flood certificate, where should the services be listed on the
HUD-1?
A: If a loan originator permits a borrower to shop for services typically listed in Block 3
on the GFE, such as tax service or flood certificate, the services would instead be listed in Block 6
of the GFE. The total amount charged for these services is listed in the borrower‘s column in
Line 1301, and the charges are itemized outside the columns in Line 1302 and following lines on
the HUD-1.
5)
Q: Where should the charge for the Homeowners Association (HOA) transfer fee be
disclosed on the GFE and HUD-1?
A: The charge for the HOA transfer fee, unless it is a service required by the loan
originator, need not be disclosed on the GFE. The charge for the HOA transfer fee may be shown
on a blank line in the 1300 series on the HUD-1.
HUD-1 – Page 3
1)
Q: How do settlement agents get the information to prepare page 3 of the HUD-1? Do
they have to search through all of the loan documents to get this information?
A: The lender is required to transmit the information necessary to complete the HUD-1.
The instructions for completing the HUD-1 state that the lender must provide information to the
settlement agent in a format that permits the settlement agent to simply enter the necessary
information to complete the loan terms section on page 3 of the HUD-1 without having to refer to
the loan documents.
2)
Q: Is it a violation of the tolerance if some of the items in the 10% category in the
Comparison Chart exceed 10%, but other items in the category do not exceed 10%?
A: The tolerance applies to the total of all charges shown in the category ―
Charges That
in Total Cannot Increase More Than 10%.‖ A tolerance violation of this category means that the
total of all actual charges in this category exceed the total of all estimated charges in this category
by more than 10%.
3)
Q: How are items that were ―
paid outside of closing‖ (P.O.C.) shown in the Comparison
Chart on page 3 of the HUD-1?
A: The HUD-1 column in the Comparison Chart must include any amounts shown on
page 2 of the HUD-1 in the column as paid by the borrower, plus any amounts that are shown as
P.O.C. by or on behalf of the borrower.
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For example, if the borrower pays $300 towards required appraisal services, but the total
charge for the appraisal is $500, then Line 804 on page 2 of the HUD-1 will show a P.O.C.
amount of $300 outside the column and a charge of $200 in the borrower‘s column.

The total amount of $500 would be shown in the ―
HUD-1‖ column ($300 P.O.C. + $200
at settlement) on a separate line in the comparison chart for charges that cannot increase more
than 10 percent on page 3 of the HUD-1.

Q: Can cross-references to the applicable Blocks on the GFE be included for each charge
4)
itemized in the Comparison Chart on the third page of the HUD-1?
A: Cross-references to the GFE Block numbers should not be added to page 3 of the
HUD-1. The appropriate HUD-1 line number is entered to the left of the columns, and this
information will allow the borrower to trace the charge to page 2 of the HUD-1 and then to the
GFE. The itemization of each charge in the Comparison Chart must also include a description of
the service, such as ―
appraisal fee‖ or ―
credit report.‖
5)
Q: May the yes/no check boxes be removed from the Loan Terms section on page 3 of
the HUD-1?
A: No. The Loan Terms section is part of the HUD-1 form and may not be altered except
for formatting, such as margins or shading, adding additional lines and other options. Please refer
to 24 CFR § 3500.9 of HUD's regulations (in title 24 of the Code of Federal Regulations) for rules
applicable to reproduction of the HUD-1.
6)
Q: Is the settlement agent required to compare the ―
Loan Terms‖ section of the HUD-1
with the ―
Summary of your loan‖ section of the GFE?
A: Settlement agents are not required to compare the information contained in the GFE
with the information transmitted by the lender to the settlement agent for the purpose of
completing the Loan Terms section of the HUD-1. If the settlement agent becomes aware of
inconsistencies between the information contained in the HUD-1 and the GFE, in the interest of
all parties the discrepancy should be communicated to the lender.
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7)
Q: Does page 3 of the HUD-1 have to be given to the seller since it only contains
borrower information?
A: No, Section 4 of RESPA does not require that parts of the HUD-1 that relate only to
the borrower's transaction be furnished to the seller. It is permissible to have two separate HUD1s in a transaction; one with the buyer‗s credits and charges only, and one with the seller‗s credits
and charges only. Page 3 of the HUD-1 pertains only to charges to the borrower and loan
information and is not required to be given to the seller.
8)
Q: When completing the Comparison Chart on page 3 of the HUD-1, are all GFE Block 3
items (―
Required services that we select‖) combined into one charge on one line, or should each
of the items contained in GFE Block 3 be itemized separately?
A: Each item included in Block 3 on the borrower's GFE must be separately itemized in
the ―
Charges That in Total Cannot Increase More Than 10%‖ section of the Comparison Chart on
page 3 of the HUD-1.
Loan Terms‖ section on page 3 of the HUD-1 duplicate the
9)
Q: Why doesn‘t the ―
―
Summary of your loan‖ section on the GFE?
A: The ―
Summary of your loan‖ section of the GFE is usually written before a settlement
date is chosen and before the amount of any escrow payment that the borrower will have to pay is
known. The ―
Loan Terms‖ section of the HUD-1 includes certain information that may not have
been known or may not have been available at the time that the GFE was prepared, but is known
and included on the HUD-1.
10)
Q: In the ―
Loan Terms‖ section on page 3 of the HUD-1, how should the information be
completed for the item ―
Can your interest rate rise?‖
A: If the interest rate cannot rise, the ―
No‖ box should be checked and no further
information is required.
If the interest rate can rise, the ―
Yes‖ box must be checked and the applicable information
must be entered in the blank spaces for: the maximum interest rate; the date of the first possible
change in the interest rate; the frequency of subsequent changes; the date after which subsequent
interest rate changes could occur; the amount, stated as a percentage, that the interest rate could
increase or decrease at every change date; the lowest possible interest rate over the life of the
loan; and the maximum possible interest rate over the life of the loan.
The example below illustrates how the fields in this question should be completed.
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11)
Q: How should the loan originator complete the answer to the question, ―
Every change
date your interest can increase or decrease by ____%‖, on the HUD-1, if the loan does not contain
a cap of periodic interest changes other than by setting the overall floor and ceiling?
A: If the loan offered does not contain a cap of periodic interest change other than by
setting the overall floor and ceiling, the loan originator should complete the answer to the
question, ―
Every change date your interest can increase or decrease by ____%‖ with the
difference between the floor and the ceiling.
12)
Q: How should the loan originator complete the answer on the HUD-1 to the question,
―
Every change date your interest can increase or decrease by ____%‖, if there is a cap on periodic
increases, but not on periodic decreases?
A: If the loan offered does not contain a cap on decrease of periodic interest, the loan
originator should complete the answer to the question, ―E
very change date your interest can
increase or decrease by ____%‖ with the difference between the floor and the ceiling.
13)
Q: May a lender transmit the information necessary to prepare page 3 of the HUD-1 to
the settlement agent in a streamlined document that looks similar to page 3 of the HUD-1, such as
a pro-forma?
A: Yes, the lender may transmit the information necessary to prepare page 3 of the HUD1 to the settlement agent in a streamlined document that looks similar to page 3 of the HUD-1,
such as a pro-forma, but the settlement agent must prepare the HUD-1 including page 3.
14)
Q: How is it determined what settlement charges belong in the HUD-1 column in one of
the three categories in the Comparison Chart on page 3 of the HUD-1?
A: Charges for settlement services that are disclosed on the GFE or would have been
appropriate to disclose on the GFE, whether the charges are paid by the borrower, paid on behalf
of the borrower or paid outside of closing, must be listed in one of the three tolerance categories
of the Comparison Chart on page 3 of the HUD-1.
15)
Q: If an adjustable rate mortgage (ARM) has a different periodic interest rate
adjustment limit applicable to the first rate adjustment than the limit used for subsequent
rate adjustments, how should the subsequent rate adjustment limits be disclosed in the Loan
Terms section on page 3 of the HUD-1?
A: To disclose limits on periodic interest rate adjustments, where different limits
apply at different times in the life of the loan (such as for an ARM with a special adjustment
limit applicable to the first adjustment), the settlement agent may either insert the
maximum interest rate or the range of the change limits, such as 2-5%.
Settlement cost booklet
Q: When will the Settlement Cost Booklet be revised?
A: HUD is currently revising the Settlement Cost Booklet. The Booklet will be available
on HUD‘s website and will be published in the Federal Register when it is completed.
1)
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